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Suunnittelu ja organisaatiorakenteiden selkeyttäminen tehostavat viestintää. Tulevai-
suudessa sosiaali- ja terveyspalveluita järjestävät kuntien yhteenliittymät, joissa palve-
luiden rajat elävät. Pelkkä rakenteellinen muutos ei riitä, tarvitaan myös syvempää asen-
teiden ja ymmärryksen tasolla tapahtuvaa yhteistyötä erilaisten viestintä- ja organisaa-
tioperinteiden yhdistämiseksi. Aktiivisuutta kaivataan niin työntekijöiltä, kuin johtajil-
takin. Tietoyhteiskuntamurros näkyy myös sosiaalipalveluiden viestinnän alueella ja
informaatioteknologian käyttö tehostuu jatkossa.
Tämä tutkimus on osa Kuopion yliopiston Terveyshallinnon ja -talouden laitoksen Sosi-
aalijohto Suomessa 2007-tutkimushanketta. Lomakekysely tehtiin kaikille sosiaalijohta-
jille Suomessa (N 348). Tutkimuskysymykset ovat avoimia, kirjallisesti vastattuja, sekä
strukturoituja likert-asteikollisia kysymyksiä. Analyysimenetelminä on käytetty sisältö-
lähtöistä laadullista aineistoanalyysiä. SPSS-työkaluja käytettiin strukturoidun aineiston
käsittelyssä ja sen tuottamaa tietoa on käytetty analyyttisenä välineenä aiempaan tutki-
mukseen, sekä avoimen aineiston tuottamaan tietoon vertailtuna.
Työssä tarkastellaan sosiaalialan organisaatioita viestinnän näkökulmasta. Viestinnän
merkitys kasvaa kuntien strategisen johtamisen työkaluna ja siihen tulisikin kiinnittää
enemmän huomiota toiminnan suunnittelussa. Tutkimusosio toteutettiin vuoden 2007
lopussa ja vuoden 2008 alussa aikana, jolloin sosiaalijohtajuus eli murroskautta Suo-
messa. Paras-hanke ajoi kuntia, sekä sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon organisaatioita yhdis-
tymään ja yhdistämään toimintojaan yhteisissä organisaatioissa. Myös johtajien tehtä-
vänimikkeet ja toimenkuvat vaihtelivat suuresti eri kuntien välillä. Työssä on pyritty
kuvaamaan sosiaalijohtajien ajatuksia siitä, mitkä seikat vaikuttavat viestintään ja tie-
donkulkuun. Hyvinvointipalveluiden muutokseen vaikuttaa valtion ajama kuntien sosi-
aali- ja terveyspalveluiden uudelleenjärjestämisvastuu, mutta myös palveluiden sisäinen
muutos. Vaikuttavan viestinnän lisääminen organisaatioiden sisällä ja ulkopuolella aut-
taa yhteisten näkökulmien löytymistä.
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Planning, clarifying and simplifying organisational structures facilitates communicating.
In the future, our health and social services are likely to be organized in mergers of mu-
nicipalities and shared units between the social and health sectors. In order to improve
the  services,  there  has  to  be  a  strong  desire  and  understanding  to  work  together  with
organisations and workers coming from different organisational and communicational
traditions. Activity is needed both from workers and managers. The shift to the informa-
tion society is also perceptible in the communication of social organisations and the use
of information technology will intensify in the future.
This research is part of a project entitled Sosiaalijohto Suomessa 2007 at the Depart-
ment of Health Policy and Management at the University of Kuopio and questionnaire
was sent to all the leaders of Finnish municipal social organisations (N 348). The survey
included an open question and two structured ones. The open question was analysed by
content analytical methods. The structured were processed by SPSS and used as an ana-
lytical basis viewed together with earlier literature and the results of the content analy-
sis.
This master`s thesis examines social organisations from the communication perspective.
Communication is becoming more important in the strategic management of the mu-
nicipal organisation. Research of this work was conducted at the end of year 2007 and
beginning of 2008, when Paras-Project was urging municipalities to amalgamate and
organise services in organisations shared by the health and social sectors.  The aim of
the study was to represent the thoughts of social managers on the main considerations
influencing communication inside the organisations. The welfare system of Finland is
changing through state-run organising, but also through restructuring the services. In-
creasing and making communication more influential both inside and outside the or-
ganisations can help to produce the visions shared by all the stakeholders.
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91 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Social managers and communication
The word communication comes from the Latin verb communicare, to do together.
Communication is a dynamic process included in almost all the human actions. Osmo
A. Wiio, the first Finnish researcher of communicational processes and organisational
strategies, has said that human life is a constant transfer of knowledge and information,
getting and giving information, understanding and getting understood, and this process
is called communication (Åberg 2000). In Finnish we have two words that differ in
meaning, viestintä and kommunikaatio, the latter referring into more to the psychologi-
cal and sociological aspect of communication. The basic purpose of communication is
transmitting messages (Niiniluoto 1980), but also in influencing: to change, increase or
strengthen the receiver’s knowledge, vision or opinion (Kreps 1990, 5). It often aims to
influence behaviour, sometimes also attitudes (Siukonsaari 1999, 11).
Communication takes an ever greater role in the strategic management of municipal
organisations in developed countries (Niiranen 1994; Åberg 1997; Aaltonen 1999a; Na-
kari & Sjöblom 2009). Finland is no exception. In order to function properly, dissemi-
nating and receiving information should be based on mutual activity both on the organi-
sation and the receiver (Juholin 2008). An open communicating atmosphere makes it
easier for the residents and workers to take part in decision-making and also supports
strategic work of municipal organisations (Iglehart 2000, 426; Lashway 1998).  The
means of communicating on the municipal level are basically the same as in any organi-
sation: direct communicating, media communicating, electronic (online) information
dissemination and also marketing (Maibach & Holtgrave 1995, 220; Kuntaliitto 2008).
This master’s thesis focuses on the turbulent organisational areas of the social sector. In
many countries, the welfare sector has lived through drastic changes since 1990, like-
wise Finland (Salminen 2004, 5). We are living a re-organising period through the
Paras-Plan of the Council of State of Finland, which aims to change the structures of the
welfare services into mergers of organizing (L 169/2007). The municipalities, which
have traditionally produced most of the Finnish social services, are being encouraged to
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merge into bigger functional units (L 365/1995). Also, changes are driving the health
and social sector to work together and organize their work in shared units, in order to
organize services in the most efficient way and give customers optimal value of them.
Merging organisations can vary in size, functions and the state of organising, which is
why these changes also require ideological change inside organisations to be able to
operate efficiently together. Change is partly done by words and speech (Iglehart 2000,
433-434; Juholin 2008, 130; Niiranen 2006).
In different kinds of literature this has been described as a change of the paradigm in
leadership in a transformational and more communicational direction, from leadership
as a relationship to the concept of leadership as a social process that contains complex
relationships (Mintzberg 1991; Habermas 1994, 247; Barker 1997, 350-352). This also
sets standards for communication. Whenever communication between managers and
managed is impeded and distorted by institutionalized forms of domination (e.g. patriar-
chy), cooperation is conditional and precarious (Alwesson & Willmott 1998, 11). In
Stewart Black’s and Hal Gregersen’s (1997, 872; Nakari & Sjöblom 2009, 53) study it
was found that degree of involvement in generating alternatives and planning is related
to performance and employee satisfaction.
A new way of keeping an eye on municipal services is required, or the moments of or-
ganisational development and innovating may be wasted merely by passing the matter
unconsciously or being looked down to (Hujala 2008, 108; Simonsson 2002). Changes
have to be verified and authorized by the environment and all the parties concerned
(Quinn 1989, 41; Kanste 2005, 193; Heikka 2008). Cognitive structures of professionals
come into view, but communicational systems and processes still have a lot to improve,
too. The future poses new challenges to the developers of municipal services, including
communications point of view: on-line, in time and manageable work and organisa-
tional structuring. Managers of municipal services play a key role in attending to these
matters (Iglehart 2000, 430; Niiranen 2006, 360; Syväjärvi, Perttula, Stenvall, Majoinen
& Vakkala 2007, 3). This study has certified the pros and cons in communicational set-
tings in social services organisations and is interesting in that it captures the concept in
the verge of an organisational change. The perspective is on 2007, the time before the
Paras-Plan was carried through in Finland, and thereafter.
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1.2 Research questions
The questions this thesis seeks to answer, consider communication in social organisa-
tions now and in the near future. Concept of communication is complex and is therefore
divided into information flow and internal and external communication in the research
questions of this work. The main research question was formulated and then divided
into more detailed subquestions. Forming the research questions worked together with
constructing the theory and the models of the process (Erätuuli, Leino & Yli-Luoma
1994, 29). The main aim in this research was to find out the most important considera-
tions influencing the flow of information both inside and outside social organisations as
described by the managers. Information on management’s tools for communication,
both inside and outside the organisation, was also collected.
This thesis has tried to find new information on communication in social organisations,
not to find the answers to improving the methods of information flow or communication
in them. The idea behind the questions was to find out how managers themselves see
the flow of information in their organisations and how they envisage the change in five
years. In advance impression of the phenomenon was formed by studying the research
and literature on organisational, communicational and public service areas. The angle
from which the answers were obtained is that of the changing communicational envi-
ronment in social organisations, focusing on communication systems as a strategic tool
of management. In their leading position, the managers have more organisational infor-
mation than the workers and other stakeholders and it is almost impossible to separate
communicational and managerial processes from each other (Juholin 2008, 187-188).
The basic assumption of this work is that the role of communication in management
work of today and in the future is on the increase.
The research questions of this thesis are:
1. What are the main considerations that influence the flow of information in social
organisations in Finland as evaluated by the managers?
2. Do social managers use internal and external communicating methods now?
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3. Do the social managers envisage change in internal and external communicating
in their organisations in a view of the near future?
1.3 Scientific background of this research
The theoretical frame of this research relies on multi-dimensional leadership theory
(Quinn 1989; Niiranen 1994), strategic management theories of communication (Åberg
1997; Juholin 2008) and critical management theories (Habermas 1994; Alvesson &
Willmott 1998; Eisenberg & Goodall 2001). What is crucial in strategic management is
making organisational views real in the everyday work of the organisation (Harisalo
2008, 237; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel 1998, 10-13). Strategic thinking includes
the organisation’s future and past, environment and the impact coming from inside of it.
The strategic view in this work is the more recent interpretation in which organisational
control is changed towards adaptation (Harisalo 2008, 254).
FIGURE 1. Theories this thesis is based on
In this work, Quinn’s (1989; Niiranen 1994, 101) competing values model of manage-
ment is seen and used in the sense of balancing different management activities (FIG-
URE 2). Gareth Morgan (2006, 194) describes a similar structure as a “pluralist” frame
of reference. Quinn (1989, 107; Cullen 2007) has stated that one does not have to em-
phasize all the roles of his multidimensional management model in order to be function-
ing  effectively,  rather  than  use  different  variations  of  dimensions.  Surroundings  can
make a variety of different combinations of emphasizing roles differently effective.
MANAGEMENT THEORIES:
- multidimensional management
- critical management theory
- strategic management theory
ORGANISATIONAL COMMUNICATION THEORIES:
- critical theory of communication
- process model of communication
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Multidimensional  theory  is  also  claimed  to  have  some  theoretical  “black  holes”  as  to
how various dimensions might relate to each other (Black & Gregersen 1997, 875).
Mastering different dimensions of management involves a learning process towards
simultaneously using multiple frames to function more effectively in a world of paradox
and competing demands (Quinn 1989, 165). In this work the communication process,
human relations and open system dimensions are emphasized.
FIGURE 2. Multidimensional management theory/competing values theory (modified
from Quinn 1989; Niiranen 1994)
The models of Niiranen (1994) and Quinn (1989) have been simplified and combined in
this research. In this work different dimensions are examined, the flexibility-control
dimension, the external-internal focus, the output-human commitment dimension and
the continuity-adaptation dimension (Appendix 4). Dimensions of public management
depend heavily on the community in question and its historical, political and economic
situation (Temmes 1991, 20). Vuokko Niiranen modified her model of Finnish social
work in her dissertation.
Critical theory plays an important role in organisational communication studies. First, it
reminds us that meaning is always inherently political, that there is no neutral or correct
ideology. It can also bring demographic alternatives to design and participation models
Integration (toward control)
Differentation (toward flexibility)
External focus (toward competi-
tive position)
Internal focus (toward maintenance
of the sociotechnical system)
Toward continuity
Toward human com-
mitment
Toward expansion,
adaptation
Toward maximum
output
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in organisations. Finally, the new questions about organising posed by critical theory
have encouraged theorists and practitioners to seek ways of fostering participative
workplaces, aiming at more democratic and more profitable environments through the
use of multiple stakeholder models (Barker 1997, 347; Iglehart 2000, 429).
Communication theories live along with the change in society. In this work, communi-
cation is seen as a process combining feedback from individuals and stakeholders con-
sidering the past and the future rather than as a linear process. Messages (verbal and
nonverbal) live inside the network. Habermas (1994, 246) tried to lead critical theory
back in a multi-scientific direction and he sees as a duty of the critical theory of today in
conceptualizing, fostering and defending true democratic processes of today, not articu-
lating some “wrong” forms of society (Habermas 1994, 247). This constitutes the es-
sence of his theory of communicative functions.
Steward Glegg (2003, 538) points out that managing involves creating an ordered en-
semble of relations between past histories and future actions as strategies that construct
the present. The learning (intellectual) capacities of organizations offer advantages and
opportunities for which to reach out (Barker 1997, 360; Glegg 2003, 558): Improving
the communication skills of employees and managers will lead to more effective com-
munication, which is characterized more than ever by negotiation and dialogue. The
principles of dialogue create an attitude of openness that permits people to let go of old
patterns and explore new possibilities. (Iglehart 2000, 432; Eisenberg & Goodall 2001.)
Communication systems, as social ones, should not have visible boundaries, but they
are rather seen as dynamic and potential structures (Eisenberg & Goodall 2001, 92;
Hughes & Wearing 2007, 38-39). The critical view in this work accumulates from the
thoughts behind the organisational structures, the political questions influencing these
structures and the questions of power and influencing by communicating. Social organi-
sations are expected to move towards open systems in order to be able to function to-
gether with their environment and with the professionals inside them (Iglehart 2000,
427). The aim of changing the organisational settings of the social sector in a more flu-
ent and democratic direction, but also lifting social sector from “invisible” into spot-
light, comes from the critical theoretical point of views.
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The contingence of communication cannot be overlooked in this work, either.  Contin-
gence theory forms communicational perspective in which there may not be total and
comprehensive answers for communicational forms and structures, rather the functions
have to be tailored and planned for each organisational setting (Wiio 1998; Juholin
2008). However, contingence theory builds on system-thinking, which can be criticized
for overlooking the socially built structures of organisations and is not used as a true
theoretical structure of this work (Morgan 2006, 67).
Examining communication in the organisational context is a difficult task, because it is
everywhere (Åberg 2000, 21). Building a solid model for describing a complex social
structure such as communication will always be inadequate (Aula 1999, 103). Defini-
tions are always limited elements in how language and cognition work (Alvesson &
Deetz 2000a, 54). A map as a mere two-dimensional picture of a complex model of an
environment with hills, lakes, temperatures and sounds would be an appropriate com-
parison to the whole phenomenon (FIGURE 1). It is argued that true and effective man-
agers operate in a multidimensional framework that combines styles, skills, attributes
and abilities and uses different strategies flexibly (Cullen 2007; Lashway 1998).
2 FINNISH CONTEXT OF SOCIAL MANAGEMENT
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2.1 Social organisations in Finland
Finnish social management, its atmosphere and operational environment is presented in
this chapter. Social organisations are strongly situational, depending on the historical
and political environment they are acting in. In this work the definition of social organi-
sations concentrates on the professional organisations acting in Finnish public welfare.
This form of social organising started growing in Finland after the 1950’s. The history
of public social and healthcare work in Finland goes much further than the concept of
social work itself, the legislation on municipal charity work goes back to 1852 and
1879, when Finland was part of the Russian empire. The municipal system, differentiat-
ing from the Evangelic Lutheran Church, was set up in 1865 (Toikko 2005). There has
been a growing need for research of public sector in Finland since the 1990’s (Temmes
1991). Vuokko Niiranen (1994) has pointed out the need for differentiated research on
the social sector in the welfare domain in order not to dissolve completely and to fade
out the content of the social sector’s work and management dimensions. Today, shared
units with social and health services are favoured again, based on service constructions.
There are many expectations and requirements directing social organisations from out-
side. Finnish social organisations work and is managed in our municipalities inside dif-
ferent kinds of changes (Viitanen, Kokkinen, Konu, Simonen, Virtanen & Lehto 2007;
Heikka 2008). Welfare services are structured in a new way, partly by governmental
regulations and partly re-structuring of the welfare services. At the moment it appears
that social and health services will be constructed into welfare services that are melted
over municipal maps and operational sectors (HE 155/2006). Municipal services in
Finland are also said to be re-structuring in network or combined organisations; forms
of outsourcing and privatization can also be seen in the services. Even though the
change and the pressures are mostly acknowledged, the ability to control them varies
widely between municipalities (Nakari & Sjöblom 2009, 35). Having fixed or rigid pre-
scriptions for organisational practice will not work because organisations and their envi-
ronments are in constant change (Hughes & Wearing 2007, 172). The operating envi-
ronment of social organisations has changed in 15 years from state channelled financing
to decisions taken and resources allocated locally on the municipal level (Kananoja
1997, 28-29).
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Municipal social organisations are charged by law with organizing the services the citi-
zens need. The welfare field (social and health care together) takes most of the munici-
pal funding, too (47 % in 2004). The challenges of today are ensuring the availability
and  quality  of  services,  improving  their  structures  and  efficacy  and  ensuring  the  re-
cruitment of qualified and competent personnel. The skills of managers rise in sight.
(Sinkkonen-Tolppi & Niiranen 2006, 13.)  Lack of service (shadow regions of services)
easily develop on the borders of social and health supply. Structural decisions on ser-
vice supply for the long-term perspective can only be found by examining service proc-
esses  as  a  whole,  as  in  elderly  care  or  in  the  care  of  alcohol  or  drug  abusers.  (STM
2004.)
The  Paras  reform  can  be  seen  in  relation  to  the  general  New  Public  Management  re-
forms of the public sector in Finland, featuring “managerialism” and market and target
orientation, which have been taking place since the 1990`s. In the past, public services
in Finland were produced in more closed organisational systems, in which administra-
tion was primarily based on secrecy. The communication in public services is nowadays
directed by the principle of transparency (Aaltonen 1999a; Peltola 2006, 94). Sub-
regional co-operation among local authorities has traditionally involved economic de-
velopment policy and lobbying.  In the future, local authorities will be able to organise
basic services for their residents through sub-regional co-operation and organising. To
promote this co-operation, the Ministry of Finance and the Association of Finnish Local
and Regional Authorities are currently running support projects initiated by sub-regions.
Elli Aaltonen (1997b, 236) found that NPM has acted favourably in social organisations
by helping to delegate, reduce bureaucracy and by giving workers ways to influence
their work.
In postmodern organisational environments, the organisation’s overall effectiveness and
vitality increase when diversity is accepted. Interactions with the community are also
expected to increase (Iglehart 2000, 427). Rationality in functions is required, but Mor-
gan (2006, 330) reminds us always to ask: “Rational for whom?” Getting the workers
involved on the attitudional level with the change in their organisations, to understand
the rationality of changes, is crucial in implementing the methods and processes of new
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organisational structures (Iglehart 2000, 432). This should be worked on in the social
sector in Finland at the moment. The workers of these organisations demanding sound
professional knowledge, have sophisticated understandings of communication proc-
esses, group and community development and policy making processes, and all this
knowledge can be effectively applied to organisational work (Hughes & Wearing 2007,
24).
2.2 Social management in Finland
It is easy to define social management in the sense of managing organisational issues or
policies, human resources and interaction, in a sense of power or the environment, and
even more specific definitions can be found. Still, there is no unambiguous definition to
be presented in describing social management in Finland. Vuokko Niiranen (1994, 38-
39) describes management as orienting towards the inside of organisation or towards the
outside of it. In this she expresses managerial work by which he or she recruits the
workers and other stakeholders to pursue organisational goals. In this work, social man-
agers are considered to be the highest municipal employees leading the social sector.
Robert Quinn points out that the higher position the manager holds, the more likely she
or he is to face problems needing the ability to both manage and lead, to be both people
and task focused (Quinn 1989, 81).
Social  managers act  in the riptide of the workers,  consumers and the directions of the
state and the laws considered, as do other managers of public organisations (Temmes
1991, 90; Kananoja 1997, 33). The work of the leaders in the social field is built on dif-
ferent levels of management in Finland. Co-operating with local governmental officials
in different branches of activity is required, likewise human resource management skills
(Aaltonen 1997b, 308; Heikka 2008). The work also includes much research and many
development tasks. Social managers feel strongly about their position as a figurehead
outside and inside their organisations (Aaltonen 1997b, 306).
The range of professional titles is wide from leader of basic social security or leader of
welfare services to social secretary. The recent role of the social managers emphasizes
the principles of New Public Managent in economic thinking and management by results,
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which is a change from surveillance and instructing work processes and practices before the
1990’s (Aaltonen 1999a). Social managers come from a variety of professional and educa-
tional backgrounds: from medicine, education, economics and social politicy studies, and
mostly have higher educational qualifications (Aaltonen 1997b, 303). In large organisations,
competence in social work does not play such a significant role as in smaller ones. In small
organisations professional progress is often built on seniority in social work. In these cases
the managerial position is not always the most desirable one. Even though management
follows general elements, the need for tailored professionals of the social area is needed in
management area (Patti 2000, 7; Viitanen etc. 2007; Kivinen 2008).
Postmodern theory suggests flattening traditional hierarchies and distributing power to
match the more equal distribution of expertise throughout the organisation, but still some
decisions have to remain in hierarchic systems due to legal requirements in social organisa-
tions. Power sharing, accepting responsibility and recognizing interdependence will create
new possibilities for effective communication structures. (Iglehart 2000, 427; Eisenberg &
Goodall 2001, 184.) Organisational control of workers operates primarily through dis-
courses and communication (Alvesson & Willmott 2002, 632). In recent operational envi-
ronments, organisations in the social field need to ensure their workers’ commitment. Loy-
alty to the organisation is important. Delegating and lowering bureaucratic processes has
become important, likewise allocating resources and funds and evaluating performance
(Sinkkonen-Tolppi & Niiranen 2006).  The managers are willing to share decision-making
in their organisations (Niiranen 1994, 142-144).
It has been said (Mintzberg 1991; Irving & Tourish 1994, 57), that communicating is a
built-in structure in manager`s work, that it is impossible to act as a manager without it.
Communication has grown from a labour issue into a management issue and in this process
it has become a site of ambiguity and strategic work in organisations (Rennison 2007, 147;
Alvesson & Willmott 2002, 162). Social managers are in charge of choosing the adequate
form of organisational functioning in challenges faced during the time-period in question
(Aaltonen 1997a, 235). On the government’s modernization agenda, managers are con-
stantly being evaluated in terms of achieving stringent targets while at the same time being
exhorted to encourage innovation and change, and to empower staff and create workplaces that
support well-being (Alimo-Metcalfe & Alban-Metcalfe 2004, 174).
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Aaltonen (1999b, 139) in her historic view of social management in Finland found that it is just
developing in a direction in which client opinions and feedback are valued. In discussion this
manifests as clients turning into customers. She points out, that the managers have a key role in
taking the voice of clients into consideration in strategic planning (Aaltonen 1999b, 131). The
role of collecting and disseminating information in their organisations reached into social man-
agers’ work from the mid 1980’s on (Aaltonen 1997b, 311). Aaltonen also expresses a need for
and a rise of qualitative, more specific assessments (Aaltonen 1997a, 234; Aaltonen 1999b,
140). Communication systems including feedback from customers and employees emerged in
managerial work in the 1980’s. According to Aaltonen, social managers are now more out-
wardly oriented from their organisations and they appreciate their employees and clients and
their opinions more (Aaltonen 1999a).
Social managers have expressed their dissatisfaction at not being able to develop the functions
of their organisations to the more flexible and human-centered direction due to rigid organisa-
tional structures and legislative limitations (Aaltonen 1997a, 235). One of the real dangers of
becoming driven by targets is that managers can become so target consious that they behave in
ways that can destroy the motivation and morale of their staff, which of course, in turn, deleteri-
ously affects performance and leads to other costly outcomes (Alimo-Metcalfe & Alban-
Metcalfe 2004, 174). It is important to know the source of motivation of the key members of
organisations (Ståhle, Sotarauta & Pöyhönen 2004, 49).
Although hierarchy has been seen as impairing creativity and commitment and sometimes turn-
ing the employee-manager relationship into a purely economic transaction, facilitative strategies
may create ambiguity and discomfort, blurring accountability and forcing employees to adopt
new roles and relationships (Morgan 2006, 149). Facilitating takes time and managers are often
pressured to act immediately. It is also important to take into consideration setting the targets
and the phase of changes correctly. If the realization of the strategy is stuck for too long, actors
may lose their interest in the joint effort and the level of commitment may decrease. (Ståhle,
Sotarauta & Pöyhönen 2004, 49.) The manager may have to choose between short-term em-
ployee satisfaction and long-term organisational development (Lashway 1998). Individuals and
their cognitive processes are to be considered as the material of change in organisational devel-
opment (Syväjärvi, Perttula, Stenvall, Majoinen & Vakkala  2007, 4).
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3 COMMUNICATION AS A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
3.1 Organisational communication
In this chapter organisational communication is described as phenomenon and the con-
cepts of this work are established. Osmo A. Wiio (1998, 162) described organisational
communication as the connection between different organisational functions. Stanley
Deetz (2001, 4-5.) points out that organisational communication can be seen as a way to
describe  and  explain  organisations  in  the  same  way  as  psychology,  sociology  or  eco-
nomics can. In this sense it can be used to explain organisational processes, social struc-
tures, member categories, knowledge and so forth. On the other hand, it cannot be com-
pared  to  any  of  these  (managering,  staff  relationships,  corporative  democracy  etc.)  in
the sense of making all other functions possible (Wiio 1998, 163; Åberg 2000, 22). Ac-
cording to Deetz (2001, 7) each research programme takes its own stand on organisa-
tional communication in no neutral classification tool. In Finnish, there are differing
definitions on yhteisöviestintä and organisaatioviestintä, the first referring to communi-
cation as a function and the latter to a wider context (Åberg 2000, 22). In this thesis
communication is seen as an inter- and intra-organisational process, as a whole complex
system, the view being set on things that influence the communication of social organi-
sations.
Organisational communication as a discipline grew tremendously over the latter part of
the 20th century. The development of organisational communication has gone through a
period of direct one-way media communication among employees of organisations (un-
derstanding of the 1940s) to systems and holistic approaches. Until recently, the study
of organisational communication was based on positivistic paradigm and law-like gen-
eralizations were searched for (Deetz 2001, 20). The idea of feedback was taken for-
ward by Redding in 1972 to manager’s receptiveness and responsiveness to feedback, as
well as appropriately responding to the feedback. Ideas of communication overload
were also brought to the discussion. (Tompkins & Wanca-Thibault 2001.) More re-
cently, conceptions of chaos theory have also been presented (Aula 1999; Deetz 2001,
21).
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In  this  work  a  distinction  needs  to  be  made  between communication management and
managerial communication. Here, communication is seen in a wide organisational per-
spective, in which the managers have undoubtedly great influence. The following table
summarises some views of organisational communication. It shows that there is variety
in the different points of observation. In this work the critical view is emphasized in
looking at the whole context of communication in social organisations with its views of
employees, customers, service production and political decision making in the munici-
pal area, but also in the global setting of the change of management paradigm.
TABLE 2. Prototypical discursive features of organisational communication (Deetz
2001, 17)
Discourse
Issue Normative Interpretive Critical Dialogic
Basic goal Lawlike relations
among objects
Display unified
culture
Unmask domi-
nation
Reclaim conflict
Method Nomothetic science Hermeneutics,
ethnography
Cultural criti-
cism, ideology
critique
Deconstruction,
genealogy
Hope Progressive eman-
cipation
Recovery of inte-
grative values
Reformation of
social order
Claim a space
for lost voices
Metaphor of
social relations
Economic Social Political Mass
Organizational
metaphor
Marketplace Community Polity Carnival
Problems ad-
dressed
Inefficiency, disor-
der
Meaninglessness,
illegitimacy
Domination,
consent
Marginalization,
conflict sup-
pression
Concern with
communication
Fidelity, influence,
information needs
Social accultura-
tion, group affir-
mation
Misrecognition,
systematic dis-
tortion
Discursive clo-
sure
Narrative style Scientific/technical,
strategic
Romantic, em-
bracing
Therapeutic,
directive
Ironic, ambiva-
lent
Time identity Modern Premodern Late modern Postmodern
Organizational
benefits
Control, expertise Commitment,
quality work life
Participation,
expanded
knowledge
Diversity, crea-
tivity
Mood Optimistic Friendly Suspicious Playful
Social fear Disorder Depersonalization Authority Totalization,
normalization
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Jürgen Habermas’ critical communicational view focused on distortions in communica-
tion processes rather than distortions of consciousness, as the earlier critical studies did.
Habermas’ ideas have been developed by other organisational scholars to support more
participatory communication and decision-making in organisations. (Pietarinen 2002,
64; Deetz 2001, 29.) Even though Habermas’ critical communicative theory is not anti-
managerial itself, the reification of organisational structures and their maintenance
without possible dispute and the presence of managerial prerogatives are examples of
the potential immortality of corporate discourse.  (Deetz 2001, 26, 30.)
In this thesis critical approach to organisational communication was chosen in order to
be  able  to  present  either  explicit  or  implicit  domination,  asymmetry  or  distorted  com-
munication among managers, employees and the customers of social organisations.
Critical research aims at producing dissension and providing forums for and models of
discussion to aid in the building of a more open consensus, concern being on false con-
sciousness, routines and normalizations that keep people from genuinely understanding
or acting in their own interests (Alvesson & Deetz 2000b, 88; Deetz 2001, 26). The
ethical and moral approach with its goal to create a society and workplaces that are free
from domination and where all members can contribute equally to produce systems that
meet human needs and lead to progressive development of all, allures (Deetz 2001, 26).
This thesis depends to no political agenda.
Critical theorists have been showing the invisible constraints on shared decision-making
in organisations and demonstrated the presence of “discursive closure” and “systemati-
cally distorted communication” while being criticized for focusing too much on consen-
sus. Still, the essence of Habermas’ theory lies in recovering conflicts, rather than
avoiding or covering them. (Deetz 2001, 30.) The negative connotation of critical theory
acting against organisational unity can also be seen as a characteristic of contemporary
organisations  and  the  diversity  of  the  society  around them and the  actors  inside  them.
According to Deetz (2001, 38-39), understanding the new values, rights and capacities
of all organisational members is a basic reform of organisational communication re-
search also effecting contemporary organisational life. Negotiative processes are rising
in stakeholder models (Niiranen 2006).
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3.1.1 Communication
Definitions and concepts of communication have changed over times and among theo-
rists. According to Wiio, information is something that reduces uncertainty and commu-
nication is exchange of information. Communication, however, is still a concept of sci-
entific confusion. (Wiio 1996, 22.)  Wiio points out in his work analysing the concept of
communication, that most writers use their own definitions, which creates confusion.
Communication  seems to  be  an  umbrella  term for  a  large  family  of  functions  such  as
thinking, speaking, hearing, discussing, printing, dancing etc. However, such use would
lead to even more confusion about terminology, so Wiio proposes the use of informa-
tion processing as a more neutral term to be used as an umbrella concept and a neutral
term leading to the following definition:
“Communication is a special case of information processing.” (Wiio
1996, 66.)
The smallest unit of human information processing is an individual. The three levels of
communication systems are intracommunication, intercommunication and audience
communication. Merten (Wiio 1996, 49.) summarises the three dimensions of commu-
nication as follows:
- The social dimension: communication is an interaction process.
- The factual dimension: communication is a process of manipulation of
facts.
- The time dimension: communication is a process of structural change.
Dance and Larson included intentionality in their definition in 1976, according to which
the functions of human communication are to link an individual with the human envi-
ronment, to develop higher mental processes and to regulate human behaviour. Weak-
ness of definitions Merton, Dance and Larsen is (Wiio 1996, 51) in effect, the influence
of communication, but both of these concentrate on human communication. This work
tries to avoid tautology in definitions (Wiio 1996, 53-55.) saying “communication is
communication” rather notice that:
1. The definitions of information and communication have to be consid-
ered together
2. The concept of communication must be compatible with the concept of
information
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3. Definitions of information and communication should cover as many
common sense situations of information and communication as possi-
ble
4. Definitions should be free of value judgements
5. Definitions should not be logical tautologies
6. All elements of the definitions should be definable.
Wiio’s ultimate conclusions have also been demonstrated in this work: “Communica-
tion is the work process of a communication system in which signals from any of the
information systems create information in any of the other communication systems
(Wiio 1996, 58).”  And further: “Communication is a complex, nonlinear, constantly
changing, dynamic and living feedback system, which makes it hard to define (Wiio
1996, 74).”
The constraints of the system define the limits for the functions of the system. The hu-
man communication system is constrained by the fixed internal constraints, which give
the functional limits of the information system, fixed external constraints (limit the
whole communication system, legislation, social conventions etc.) and the contingency
constraints depending on the communication situation regardless of wheather they are
internal or external constraints. This can be presented as a process (Wiio 1996, 83.):
C=(C¹, C², C³)
where C=system constraints
C¹=fixed internal constraints
C²=fixed external constraints
C³=contingency constraints
Social functions need communication and communication builds social functions and
lives through them. This is one way of understanding communication. The other way of
looking at communication is through communication processes in which messages and
information are exchanged through the sender and the receiver. This thesis has taken an
approach closer to the latter specification: Communication is exchanging, building and
maintaining information, knowledge, feelings, thoughts, opinions, worldviews etc.
(Aula 1999, 239.) Communication can be seen as a resource, a possibility on three dif-
ferrent levels of organisational functions: the strategic, operational and tactical level
(Åberg 2000, 24).
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3.1.2 Information flow
In Latin the word information originally meant shaping something, mostly concrete:
stone, wood or leather. Its root is forma, form. Aristotle used the word morphe to de-
scribe the form or a shape left in the phenomenon after everything else was removed, as
a “profound nature of the nature”. Probably the first writer to use information in ap-
proximately the modern meaning was Descartes in the early seventeenth century. (Wiio
1996, 23-24; Wiio 1998, 59.) Wiio presented his process of information in 1971 in a
following way: “Information is a change in the state of the control system.” (1996, 30-
31.)
- Information is always connected to the use of energy
- Information is always dependent on the receiver system. There can be no
information process without a system to receive and process the informa-
tion.
- Information means changes in the state of the receiver system.
- The value of the information for the receiver system is dependent on the
time the information is available in the system.
According to Wiio (1996, 31) time is also inherently part of the process of information.
Writers in the field of communication research also rarely question the probabilistic
nature of information: “information reduces uncertainty” (Wiio 1996, 44). Wiio (1996,
45) also presents a definition as follows: “ Information is an algorithm based change in
the state of the control system.” This refers to the information stored inside the system,
which is changed by power.
The communication variables depend on the functions of the information system, inter-
ference, system constraints, and feedback. The information process can be presented
and broken down into: (Wiio 1996, 81.)
Ip=f(S, s, µ, ?)
where Ip=work process in the information system
S=signals (semeion)
s=signals within the control system
µ=raw information carried by the signals (morphe)
? =information with value (eidos)
Information with value can be broken down into three components:
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?=f(A ,P, ?)
where ?=information with value (eidos)
A=decoding algorithm
P=amount of previous information in the system (typos)
?=time
The effectiveness of organising activities is dependent on the ability of organisational
members to communicate and use relevant information. Gary Kreps has divided organ-
isational communication in internal and external dimension. (Kreps 1990, 267) Kath-
leen Sutcliffe (2001, 206.) constitutes the recent work of organisational information
processing which, in contrast to logistical assumption (the implicit idea that information
is something that flows or is conveyed from one entity to another) the interpretive per-
spectives focusing heavily on cognition and construction, viewing organisation sense-
making and learning systems. Information processing is reflected in the individual or
collective abilities of organisational members to scan and interpret environmental in-
formation in order to increase knowledge of action-outcome links between the organisa-
tion and its environment, presumably to enhance organisational performance.
3.2 Communication theories
Questions on communication and management, transferring the information fluently
and efficiently from professionals to others, are not new in organisational conversation.
Communication has been described as a primary function of management ever since the
beginning of the 19th century and different researchers have approached the subject
from varying points of view (Mintzberg 1991, 29; Simonsson 2002, 13). Different dis-
ciplines  from  human  relations  to  information  and  decision  making  processes  have  set
their points around communication. Inside organisations that produce professional ser-
vices, transferring information and knowledge between different stakeholders, workers,
customers, managers and associates is crucial for efficiency and allocating services cor-
rectly. Knowledge transfer is a major issue of today, concentrating often on computeriz-
ing information society questions (Castells & Himanen 2001; Glegg 2003, 560; Kivinen
2008, 16).
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Communication can be divided in many different ways: conscious and unconscious -,
spoken and written -, direct and media -, internal and external communication. Tradi-
tionally communication theories are divided into three views: internal, external and the
integrated system, which coordinates these two (Kreps 1990, 20-23). It can also be seen
as going on between individuals, groups or organisations (Wiio 1996, 61). Communica-
tion can also be categorized into one-way (linear) and dynamic (non-linear) processes.
According to Eisenberg and Goodall (2001, 21-31) organisational communication can
be seen as the transfer of information, a transactional process, strategic control or a bal-
ance between creativity and constraint. Communication theories have grown over time
together with the changing structures of society.
The most traditional way of presenting communication theory sees communication as a
one-way (pipe, linear) process in which the message travels along a linear line from
sender to receiver. This theory of communication is also called transfer of information
and was common in the mid 1900’s and presents the hierarchical structures of society
and  organisations.  It  is  common  to  all  new  theories  of  communication  that  the  net  of
transferring the message seems to become more complicated, multi-channelled, and
inclined towards a net-like and more equal structure along with the view of history
(Eisenberg & Goodall 2001, 21; Simonsson 2002, 25-26).
The pervasiveness of communication in all the organisational processes makes it hard to
describe and conceptualize (Wiio 1996, Åberg 1997). Early organisational theories
(classical management, scientific management) were not written with a communication
focus, but the pervasiveness of communication shows in them (Eisenberg & Goodall
2001, 51). In this thesis communication is seen as a dynamic, integrated (both internal
and external) and conscious process between all the stakeholders of social work in
Finland. It is seen as a part of the (transforming) functions of these organisations.
The role of communication in merging public organizations has been studied, mostly on
the view of inside communication (Taskinen 2005; Saxèn 2002).This study takes a
wider angle on communication, concentrating on the integrated (internal and external)
view. Organisations today are characterized by a commitment to learning and efficient
and multi-channelled transfer of information (Eisenberg & Goodall 2001, 344). Profes-
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sional organisations require efficient flow of information from one part to the other. In
the present turbulent work environments, traditional ways of communicating are no
longer effective (Eisenberg & Goodall 2001, 18).
The structures of communication networks have changed totally ever since the 1990’s,
with lowering hierarchies and the internet (Castells & Himanen 2001). The amount of
information has grown exponentially, but globalisation and information technology
have also made it possible to access any kind of information in the world quickly, al-
most immediately. The pace of life has become faster, too. Deadlines are getting tighter
all the time. The amount of information has given rise to new problems of differentiat-
ing and filtering it to the organisations and the individuals inside them, but also of keep-
ing up with the updated information being spread from the organisations.
Eisenberg and Goodall (2001, 30) in their critical view of communication describes it as
a dualism of social and organisatorial structures: communication is a way of reflecting a
rigid historical structure, but on the other hand there is always the will of an individual
to fulfil his or her creative ambitions (dialogue–dominance). Workers in organisations
today typically want to feel able to take part in decision making. The meaning of work
is changing from earning to self-fulfillment. Habermas has argued that social legitima-
tion plays a major role in holding contemporary organisations together (Eisenberg &
Goodall 2001, 146). This makes the importance of public relations work more signifi-
cant both in public and private organisations. The loss of certainties is the core of post-
modernism. Standards of good employers and employees are more set on discourses
than on “primary assumptions”. The postmodern approach values nonlinear, counter-
rational, and network models for order and organisational study (Eisenberg & Goodall
2001, 166). In a postmodern organisation it is not enough to act effectively, one must
also communicate effectively (Åberg 1997; Juholin 2008).
The  communication  between an  organisation  and  the  surroundings  can  be  seen  as  dy-
namic, non-linear, complex and potential (Aula 1999, 255-256). Making the communi-
cating system more effective is one of the new standards of transforming organisations.
Information society imposes new demands regarding information: interactivity, consis-
tency etc. (Castells 2000, 381; Glegg 2003). Also, the meaning of the visual form of
information increases. The information age has provided new options for extending in-
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time information throughout and outside municipal organisations (Maibach & Holtgrave
1995, 224; Kunnan viestintä 2004).
3.3 Social organisations and communication
Communication in the municipal perspective is too wide to fit inside traditional com-
municational concepts. The outcomes of municipal organisations can be dealt, for ex-
ample from the public relations point of view, but democracy questions, participation of
the citizen and the opennes of municipal functions through the media cannot. (Theaker
2004, 220; Kunnan viestintä 2004.) Municipal legislation obligates the managers of
municipal social organisations to maintain welfare and sense of community inside the
municipality through communication. Stakeholders (the general public, enterprises,
elected officials, employees, media) should receive timely and clear information.
Direct communication systems would be the most effective in transferring information
both inside the organisations and outside connections. This would often demand (major)
extra resources that social organisations do not possess for informational purposes. The
feedback systems in modern municipal organisations are constantly becoming more
important and should be actively developed. These structures should get through to or-
ganisations both straight from users of the service and there should be channels to get
vague messages through from employees to managers and elected officials, too (Kunnan
viestintä 2004, 9; Kananoja, Niiranen & Jokiranta 2008, 237).
Public relations take place in organisations through communication and become a proc-
ess that legitimates many different forms of meaning (Holtzhausen 2002, 257). Reputa-
tion is an important issue in social services functions and development, and good repu-
tation and trust create a favourable operating environment for the public organisation
(Maibach & Holtgrave 1995; Theaker 2004; Luoma-aho 2006). Communicating is not
about building a positive reputation, but about increasing openness and transparency. As
the strategies and actions of social organisations are more transparent compared to those
of private organisations, there exists a certain amount of bureaucracy. Nevertheless,
much more reporting is required of the public sector managers outside the organisations.
(Luoma-aho 2006, 40-45; Kuntaliitto 2008.) The use of communication in maintaining
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and shaping power relations is the main thread that ties all postmodern issues together.
The postmodernist view of public relations would set managers and employees on mu-
tually influential internal and external roles, all shaping an organisation’s public rela-
tions agenda on a continuous basis. (Holtzhausen 2002, 256.)
Satu-Maarit Peltola (2006, 107-111.) has shown in her study among Finnish Consumer
Agency, that public organisations in Finland have based their communication on as-
sumptions that people, the consumers and workers, are sufficiently motivated to search
for information. According to this study, the more interactive the information channels
and processes are, and the more detailed information public is able to get, the more sat-
isfied they are. Attitudes also affect the way information is received and processed
among consumers and workers.
Comparing the Finnish public and business sector from the perspective of transparency
of information, the differences are not significant. Municipal service organisations have
long  been  effective  in  informing  the  general  public.  But,  in  a  two-way processes  with
getting a feedback from the consumers, the traditions of our public organisations are far
more modest. (Siukonsaari 1999, 12.) Peltola (2006, 111-112) calls for public organisa-
tions to exercise responsibility rather than neo-liberalistic thinking, communication sys-
tems have to be able to get feedback from citizens and the workers. Building an effec-
tive communication system that can measure both internal and external communication,
that is able to steer the strategies of the organisation considering both the workers and
the consumers takes money, but not taking these activities seriously can cost even more
(Irving & Tourish 1994, 57).
There is no overall solution for all the public service organisations, or even the social
organisations’ communication systems. The solutions always have to be made in mind-
ful inspection of what the purpose of the organisations functions are. The communica-
tion of the organisations has to be planned in close co-operation with the strategic deci-
sions of the organisation (Åberg 1997, 176). And even then, the situations of communi-
cating  processes  vary  and  has  to  be  chosen  uniquely.  Choosing  a  wrong  channel  that
cannot be used or if the information does not interest the receiver, the message will not
get through. E-mail messages or spreading information through the Internet is no use if
there is nobody to read them.
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Communication in changing and merging organisations confronts and develops multiple
and often conflicting values: legal, educational and personal values that may differ tradi-
tionally in personal and organisational levels and this can complicate the work of managers
in these new organisations (Rennison 2007, 149). Communication methods in amalgamated
organisations are the same as in any other, but the challenges can be estimated to grow (Si-
monsson 2002; Taskinen 2005; Hujala 2008).
What makes this time critical from the communicational point of view is, that contemplat-
ing and building co-operation should include responsibilities and practical questions of
communication (Kunnan viestintä 2004, 12-13; Juholin 2008). It would be beneficial for
shared visions and strategies to be regularly gone through in conversations and meetings.
Alvesson and Willmott (2002, 630) also come to the conclusion that managers’ skills in the
future will include an importance of the capacity to articulate a strategy discourse and pass
the strategy work on to other stakeholders in a clear and influential way. Professionals can
be used in assistance to see the communicational questions in practice.
This thesis takes a holistic, critical approach to organisational communication in Finnish
social organisations concentrating on the manager’s view of organisational communication.
According to Wiio (1996, 9) it is necessary to analyse the small subsystems of the commu-
nication process before the functions of a communication system form a logical framework.
In this thesis the subsystem of analysis has been the flow of information inside and outside
the social organisations.
The following sums up theoretical structure of this work:
- Both municipal social management and communication are complex issues and building a
solid theory describing either of them would be impossible, which makes this work a com-
bination of literature and study together
- Strategic management of social organisations requires a thorough inspection of the multi-
ple angles of stakeholders’ (workers, residents, political climate, global managerial trends
etc.) as well as anticipating the challenges of the future
-  Finding things that influence the communication of the social organisations need to be
searched from other (than communicational) areas of organisations, too
- Studying communication entails breaking the phenomenon (operationalizing), which in
this work is done in internal and external communications as well as flow of information
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4 CONDUCTING THE SURVEY
4.1 Research settings and collecting the data
Having a chance to take part in the Sosiaalijohto Suomessa 2007 Survey, the question-
naires of this work were sent to all the municipalities of Finland. The questionnaire is
part of research done at the University of Kuopio, Department of Health Policy and
Management, and is combined with a national research project on the top management
of social field in municipal context. The aim of the project was to collect experiences
and ideas from the social managers on leadership and their work in a situation where
setting and organising of the work are changing. The project began in a situation where
the Council of State had given municipalities time up to the end of 2008 to change their
service facilities to areas with at least 20,000 inhabitants.
To elicit thoughts of the social managers on communicational questions, it was natural
to ask them about it. Because of the many participants (all the managers of social field
in Finnish municipalities, N=348) survey questionnaire became the method of this
study. The questions used in this work were both open-ended and structural. The orien-
tation of the survey was quantitative, including many structured questions, but open-
ended questions were also included in the form. However this research does not pre-
sents statistical findings as with quantitative methods, for the research was concerned
comprehending the statistical differences from quantitative ones. In this work, as inter-
pretative view is presented of the questions as a whole; the qualitative questions were
used to see the difference in attitudes and opinions of social managers on communica-
tional questions. The quantitative method was used as an angle to compare the present
and the view of the future, as Bryman (2004, 455) describes in using multiple methods
to support each other or to widen the view presented.
The questionnaire itself was long, with 45 questions, aiming to access many different
kinds of views of the managers’ work in the social field from competence to ethical
views. In this thesis, only two of the questions were used, and the rest is to be reported
elsewhere.  Multidimensional  management  theory  was  used  as  a  basis  in  the  question-
naire and the battery of questions of which the structured questions of this work are a
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part, concentrates on the manager’s tools. An open-ended question was formed from the
communications’ perspective and operationalized into the transfer of information in
social organisations.
The respondents were told about the study by e-mail beforehand. Forms were sent per-
sonally (by the name of the manager) mostly in October 2007. In mailing each form was
given a code number by which it  could be traced later in the process.  A pilot  study to
test the forms was carried out and some changes were made due to preliminary com-
ments (Ahola, Godenhjelm & Lehtinen 2002, 12). The preliminary responses were not
included in the research as the respondents were from different parts of the health and
social organisations. In 17 municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants, the form
was also sent to middle management.  In the covering letter,  the respondents were told
about the study, its background and idea. In the covering letter, the background of the
research was described and how to reach the leaders of the project. The research en-
sured  that  the  informants  knew what  kind  of  research  they  were  taking  part  in  as  rec-
ommended in the methodology literature (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002, 126-128). Return
envelopes were prepaid.
The ongoing change of organisational settings in Finnish municipalities was seen when
mailing the forms. Accurate knowledge of the names of the leaders of municipal social
services was hard to obtain. Sometimes it could only be done by asking the name of the
right official by phone. Local officials and titles were renewed in a rapid phase in
Finland. There were fusions of municipalities and mergers of welfare organisations.
Also, the managerial status of the individuals in organisations was changing and the
managers had different organisational names in newly structured organisations. Of
course,  elected  officials  were  changing  and  ever  the  names  of  municipalities  were
changing. Some of the leaders could not be reached at the end of the year because of
this.
After sending queries for a second and third time to those who had not yet responded,
they were reached by phone and some of the forms were completed in telephone inter-
views. Conducting interviews puts another challenge in this research, namely how the
personality of the interviewer influences responses (Ahola, Godenhjelm & Leh-tinen
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2002, 63). The interviewer must be especially aware not to produce hidden opinions or
feelings regarding responses. The settings of the interview should be similar throughout
and no commenting or negotiating on the answers is allowed (Alasuutari 2001, 142).
Sometimes the interviewer meets questions on the form and is put in a situation where
he has to defend the questions, the form of the interview or admit the shortcomings of
the form. In this work, the long questionnaire was found exhausting by the informants,
so motivating was needed in order to ensure responses to all questions.
At the time of this research, the structures of the Finnish municipalities that have tradi-
tionally  been  responsible  for  arranging  social  services  are  changing.  Structures  of  ser-
vices are also being changed. This all had an influence on producing, planning and or-
ganising services. The informants in this survey were motivated to taking part in this
research, but ceaseless planning, evaluating and change was felt hard and tiring. The
respondents reported that they had too many surveys to fill in for official and legal pur-
poses alone. The potential respondents who did not take part in this survey also felt that
in order to prioritize their work they had to skip this survey. Nevertheless the demo-
graphic characteristics of respondents are similar to those of social managers nationally.
The pervasiveness of the very influential Shannon (sender-channel-receiver-analogy)
model has given this study a perspective in which the answers were examined in this
view: have the structures of information changed along with the evolution of informa-
tion theories (Wiio 1996, 64; Aula 1999)? Are the characteristics of feedback and par-
ticipative workmanship true or just empty phrases in today’s social field in Finland? Do
social managers see the meaning and efficiency of influential communication in their
organisations?
4.2 Methodology and analysis
Jari Metsämuuronen (2003, 84) has claimed, that it would be beneficial for the validity
of research to use previously tested indicators. However, Wiio (1996) describes espe-
cially the will of communication researchers to present their own methodology, which
makes research incomparable and even confusing. In this research, communication was
not the essence of the survey being conducted, but the questions of this research were
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included on the form and multidimensional management was shared as an angle.
Communication was divided into information flow now and in the near future and
things that influence in it. Questions were designed in open form in order to elicit ex-
pressions presented by informants and on the other hand structured questions were in-
cluded in a question battery handling managerial equipment.
There are several ways of analysing qualitative material. According to Jouni Tuomi and
Anneli Sarajärvi (2002, 105) inductive analysis is a valid method for analysing unstruc-
tured material. First an overall picture of the material must be formed by the researcher.
In this thesis the material was read three times through before starting the analysis. In
the analysis, no theory was used as a perspective, but the categorization emerged from
the material itself (Kyngäs & Vanhanen 1999, 5). In this analysis the unit of analysis
was set at a thought or a phrase describing communication in a social organisation
(Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002, 112). In establishing categories the material was first simpli-
fied and reduced into more common phrases and then divided into categories. Reducing
the phrases in this thesis was done in a so as to contain as much of the original phrase as
possible (Kyngäs & Vanhanen 1999, 5,11).
The crucial requirement is that the categories are sufficiently precise to enable different
coders to arrive at the same results when the same body of material is examined
(Silverman 1993, 128). The challenge of inductive content analysis is the researcher’s
subjective view of the material and how well the categories formed describe the phe-
nomenon (Kyngäs & Vanhanen 1999, 10). The most important thing is always to sus-
tain the conceptual backbone of material  and the categories can only be put together as
long as the content remains intact. (Silverman 1993, 59, 82; Kyngäs & Vanhanen 1999,
4-11; Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002, 110-115). Content analysis has sometimes been criti-
cized for presenting categorized material as results of the research. (Tuomi & Sarajärvi
2002, 105). This work endeavoured to take the analysis a step ahead of that in Chapter
6, where synthesis of the content analysis and literature is presented.
Jouni Tuomi and Anneli Sarajärvi (2002, 70) raise a two-way question in analysing
qualitative material: one, the researcher’s ability to understand the responses correctly,
and two, how another person can understand the report of the research correctly. Quali-
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tative research is usually a complete and overall way of processing the sample. Qualita-
tive research requires a specific description of how the material was collected and proc-
essed. (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002, 70; Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara 2007, 157.) The
most important point of this method is revising the analysis afterwards (Judén-Tupakka
2007, 77).  In this work, the chain of collecting the data and conducting analysis is de-
scribed in detail to ensure this.
Research like qualitative survey, is based on the researcher’s view, her theoretical set-
tings and the multilevel interaction with the respondents. Also, the state of analysis de-
pends on how well the analyst knows the sample. In this inductive analysis, after form-
ing an overall picture of the sample, the categories were formed on inductive bases. The
expressions emerging from the material were only put together as long as the content of
the phrase stayed intact (Appendix 2). What helps the analysis of this material is that the
research was conducted on one homogeneus group of professionals, top managers in the
social  sector  in  municipality  area.  This  and  also  certain  level  of  education  required  of
the informants arises from material as a shared language. It helped in categorizing and
analyzing the answers.
The analysis of this work was done in a material-based, inductive way. Even though the
approach is often called “inductive”, it never starts solely from the results. The results of
the study can never be separated from the researcher or the methology of the research
being done, neither will true objectivity ever be truly reached. The values of the re-
searcher will be there in the work and the analysis and the report on it (Hirsjärvi etc.
2007, 157). The researcher knows something of the subject, has a preconception of the
phenomenon, before conducting analysis and the report on it. In this thesis, the literature
of communicational and organisational area was examined for preconception. Author’s
previous experiences from communication in the health sector may also have had an
influence.
The open-ended questions on the research form give the respondents a chance to speak
freely in their own words (Hirsjärvi etc. 2007, 196). This also avoids possible inaccura-
cies on a structured form, in which the multiple choices may confuse the respondet or
even lead her astray. But even so, it is essentially important for a scientific study that
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the questions are thoroughly thought out and made clear and unambiguous (Hirsjärvi
etc. 2007, 197; Ahola, Godenhjelm & Lehtinen 2002, 13). According to the responses,
this aim was not totally achieved in the questions posed in this study. Some of the ques-
tions were seen as multipurpose or not clear enough to be understood explicitly by all
the informants. Written material may enable some respondents, who are not able to
speak immediately, to express their deeper thoughts. Expressing in writing may be eas-
ier for some people, but naturally, harder for the others.
The basic element of quantitative analysis is the characteristics of measuring numeri-
cally (Erätuuli, Leino & Yli-Luoma 1994, 36). The structured questions of this work
were formed in Likert-scale measuring form, which is a common scale in human sci-
ences (Metsämuuronen 2003, 71). In human sciences, measuring is rarely absolute, but
rather comparative methods as is the case in this research, too (Erätuuli, Leino & Yli-
Luoma 1994, 37). In the quantitative questions of this research, some statistical chal-
lenges of analysing small quantities of data for statistic purposes were encountered. This
is considered a common problem in research done with less than thousands of inform-
ers. Many of the statistical methods cannot be verified as the significance levels are too
large (p>0,05). However, some normal mean value tests were run in SPSS 14. Frequen-
cies were run of the material and can be used to describe how social managers perceive
the change in communication of their field in near future.
Asking if there is enough communication and dividing information in an organisation
does not necessarily bring new knowledge to improve the communication systems of
the organisation. This thesis does not try to find answers for building efficient informa-
tion and communication systems, but rather to ascertain and deepen the meaning of
communication and factors affecting in communication in social organisations. What-
ever the sample is in case study, it is not yet an interpretation or explanation of the re-
search question. Interpretation is attempted later by categories of the material, based on
the theoretical settings of the research. Precise research process can be used to conduct a
study in the systematic way is used in this work, although the process has lived along
with the study (Niiniluoto 1980, 25). The results can be thought of as the voice of all the
social managers of Finland.
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According to Habermas (1994, 242) the multidisciplinary approach is typical of critical
theorists. It has been characteristic to combine philosophical and some specific scien-
tific background in conceptualizing and empirical arguments, which is the case in this
thesis, too. Combining different methods is seen as a challenging way of conducting an
analysis. The hazards lie in incompatible grounds and conceptions, which may lead to
misunderstandings. Combining qualitative and quantitative methods is especially seen
as a challenge (Eskola & Suoranta 1998, 71). This study is based on qualitative and
quantitative empirical methods of case-study, the material being collected from social
managers (Järvinen 2004, 68). Jari Metsämuuronen (2003, 208) has suggested choosing
either  of  the  methodological  views  as  a  primary  epistemology of  the  research.  In  this
work, the emphasis on the qualitative approach complemented with a quantitative per-
spective.
Isadore Newman and Carolyn Benz (1998, 9) point out that all behavioural research is
made up of a combination of qualitative and quantitative constructs. Supporting the di-
chotomy between them would not do credit on municipal leadership in the view of
communication, as epistemological decisions are to be done hand in hand with the sub-
ject being examined. Choosing a multi-methodological approach suited this way of
comprehending the world, but also of understanding the complexity of functions of mu-
nicipal organisations. The idea of the qualitative part of this research lies in finding the
significant facts of the phenomenon: the thoughts of social managers on communication
in their municipal organisations. The quantitative part of this research is used as a mir-
ror for future questions considering communication of the area.
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5 COMMUNICATIONAL CHALLENGES IN SOCIAL ORGANISATIONS
5.1 Factors influencing communication in social organisations
The open question of this work was question 33 in the questionnaire: “Name three of
the most important things that influence the flow of information in your organisa-
tion?”  There were 180 responses received to this question, 87 % of all the respondents
and 52 % of all the questioinnaires sent. The respondents of this study were mainly fe-
male (N=136, male N=68). Age group 51 to over 60 years was largest. Only 35,8 per-
cent of the informants were under 50 years old (31 to 50). The average years of service
in managing position was 18,9 years. There were managers who had been working with
managerial status up to 42 years and some had just started. The social managers of the
Finnish municipal organisations came from various educational backgrounds, but
mostly had collage level diplomas in social work (master’s N=91 and bachelor`s N=52).
There were many smaller groups from social and health care studies, but also people
with diplomas in education and financial management. Qualifications ranged from col-
lage level diplomas to doctoral degrees.
After reduction, the phrases were allocated to eight categories (Appendix 3), four of
them considering things with a negative influence on the flow of information and the
rest with a positive influence. This produced the two main categories of negative and
positive influence. The categories were combined when it seemed reasonable without
changing  the  content  of  the  phrase.  The  respondents  to  the  open  question  of  this  re-
search were categorized and analysed using content analysis methods based on the ma-
terial. Themes emerging from the responses concerned attitudes towards communica-
tional systems, both workers’ and managers’, modern technology being used efficiently
(or inefficiently), planning and directions of communication in the organisation and the
structures of the whole organisational functioning. A good and approving atmosphere in
the organisation giving time and space for the workers and managers to successfully
carry out the plans of communication into practice was described nourishing in a com-
munication perspective. Appendix 2 gives an example of the analysis process in a more
detail.
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According to Soila Judén-Tupakka (2007, 84) the biggest challenge in empirical re-
search is to conduct the survey with no anticipation, but still following a valid scientific
methodological approach. The categories of this analysis were based on the critical
thinking that there are hidden meanings and influences inside the organisations and or-
ganisational control operates primarily through discourses, and the meanings could be
hidden in sentences only to be found through profound searching. Sentences not consid-
ering communication at all could be presenting things that influence it.
The ongoing change in social organisations affected the responses as well as the analy-
sis. For example, the category of different administrative branches causing problems in
understanding and working together was formed of the three sentences describing indi-
vidual social and health sector units, differences in the working methods of these sec-
tional branches and problems in understanding each other. The original responses are
presented here as written by the informant in order to show how an understanding of the
context of the answer was formed. In the analysis the answers were divided into differ-
ent categories if the content of the phrases had a multiple or different meaning.
1. E-mail reaches the entire personnel and serves to inform them rapidly.
2. Line manager’ role important in passing on information, to their subordi-
nates
3. Information doesn’t always travel between branches actively. (237)
Will the manager find enough time to pass the information forward (secretari-
al assistance limited). Disparate practices between administrational branches.
(311)
1) Separateness in units 2) ”Comprehending” matters in a similar way 3) In-
adequate internal communication facilities on the internet (331)
Written phrases were divided into categories with the same content. Some of the
phrases concerned wider organisational structures or managerial structures, not commu-
nicational aspects at all. The following response was put into the categories of physical
and dispersion and overload of information:
The  social  and  health  care  sector  consist  of  very  unlike  units  –  lack  of  fre-
quent meeting place - scattered units. Decisioin-making very decentralized –
difficult  to get information to everyone. There is an enormous amount of in-
formation to pass through – and there’s no way to confirming the arrival, does
it get read.  (208)
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The theory and empirical settings of the research work together in building new knowl-
edge while systemizing and analysing the knowledge being collected (Erätuuli, Leino &
Yli-Luoma 1994, 29). The following model was formed in examining the responses to
the open questions of this study considering the factors with most influence on the in-
formation flows of social organisations in Finland:
FIGURE 3: Model of the factors with most influence on the information flow of social
organisations in Finland
5.1.1 Communicational structures in social organisations
When asked to name the three most influential factors considering the information flow
of organisation, structural forms of organisation and its functions rose. Making plans for
informing the staff regularly is seen as an important measure.
Flow of information calls for organizing and clarity of organisation. (65)
Regular information dissemination through @ and the press. @-information
dissemination to the personnel – everyone receives it. Face-to-face discussion
in small and large groups is important. (66)
There should be plans for who takes care of the employee briefing of executive group-
meetings and decisions being made. This also demands systematic planning of organisa-
tional functions. Disseminating information cannot be planned before organisational
structures are clarified and information transfer should also be included in the strategic
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plans. Clarifyng manager’s positions and other structural forms should help in planning
organisational information dissemination. Also, communication strategies are seen as an
influential in transferring information. Workers and managers need clear instructions on
the disseminating information, the information chain should be clarified. Efficient flow
of information requires organising and organisational clarity.
Communication plan and instructions. Systematic use of electronic tools. Per-
sonal communication. (203)
Clarity of the organisation. Clarity of management. Appropriate amounts of
work (and too much work, no time to disseminate information and make a real
effort in it) (96)
Activity is emphasized in information flow and communication in the organisation both
on the managers’ side and the strategic level of the organisation, but also on the work-
ers’. Information does not reach all those who need it, if for example, do not read their
e-mail. Also, matters need to be kept in motion. In order not to leave room for misin-
formation and the grapevine, things need to be communicated actively, accurately and
clearly.
E-mail, staff meetings – used for them. The effect depends on wheather  work-
ers read their e-mail regularly and if  they participate in staff meetings. (129)
Constant haste. Not everyone has e-mail, adequate computer skills. Subordi-
nates don’t take responsibility themselves, for example if he/she is on vaca-
tion/day off, it’s been settled that everyone updates the information by inde-
pendently reading memos. (159)
The physical and psychological environments giving space for communicating are also
mentioned by the informants. It would be beneficial if people could meet each other in
normal social life, coffee breaks and staff meetings. Especially, easy-to-get-contact with
the superior staff would help in asking and communicating things inside the organisa-
tion. Middle managers are the key persons in informing the staff.
The municipal management appreciates the work of the line mangers, infor-
mation to line managers is ensured through regular meeting meetings and
bulletins. Field managers are easily available/approachable and physically lo-
cated in the social office. Open dialogue on all kinds of work-related issues,
workers are trusted and cared for. (341)
Open atmosphere, culture of discussion. Forums arranged in which matters
are gone through. General attention to the issue. (147)
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The managers mentioned the pressures of their work. Acting in the middle of the high-
est strategic leadership of the municipality and between sectional managers of field
work, they sometimes do not have enough time to concentrate on communicating is-
sues. They know what should be done to inform others efficiently, but they struggle
with other organisational demands at the same time. Forgetting is reality. Networking
was seen as a resource for communicating and informing issues. Also, delegating and
centralizing the whole process of information dissemination could be beneficial accord-
ing to the informants.
Inconsideration, things forgotten in haste. Active use of e-mail! How to put a
stop to rumours? (64)
Hectic pase of work, fast changes, information transfer or information dis-
semination not a high priority. (80)
Does one have time to pass on information on (limited secretarial assistance).
(311)
5.1.2 Communicational abilities as a resource in social organisations
The ability to disseminate clear information emerges from the material of this research.
This would also be the common requirement for any modern organisation to function
well. For clarity of communication, personal skills are needed. Managers need to be
able to put their thoughts in an understandable form both in writing and in speech. If a
professional coordinator of information is held responsible for communicating, his or
her role is essential.
My own desire to act quickly and disseminating a great deal of information
Workers’ desire to read and react to  information
Finding appropriate meetings and forums (205)
Clarity in means of informing. Commitment and responsibility on the part of
the workers. Keeping the co-operation agreements. (121)
This emerges as an educational issue, too. Adequate education and knowledge are
needed, either as a manager’s ability or as a professional resource in the organisation, to
be able to handle all the communicational issues, both inside and outside the organisa-
tion. Knowledge is needed to be able to transfer information to the right people when
needed, using the right channel. What also emerges in this category concerns the infor-
mation that makes a difference. People will acquire negative attitudes to organisational
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information if they feel it does not touch their reality. Information should be felt signifi-
cant in order to reach the right people.
Matters are not only discussed at the coffee table but at briefings. Open infor-
mation dissemination. Information disseminating regularly, a part of the job.
(300)
Openness. A good information officer. Culture. (67)
information has to go two ways (372)
Speed of information transfer and ease of obtaining it. Personal communica-
tion in important matters. Two-way nature of information transfer. (351)
1. with corresponding areal managers + regular intra-office meetings
2. making weekly schedules and all aware of them
3. distinguishing essential information from the flood of information, in other
words prioritizing e-mail massages, for example (98)
5.1.3 Technical resources of communication in social organisations
Modern technology was one of the crucial resources according to the present respon-
dents. Updated and well-functioning new technology was reported to affect the informa-
tion flow of social organisations.  Information should be easily available and on an
easy-to-reach-platform of the right personnel, using the right forum, as described in the
material.
Sectoral bulletin. Group e-mail. Regular collaboration meetings with all the
managers.  (354)
E-mail reaches the whole staff and with it informing is fast. (237)
In addition to the material resources in the form of technology and equipment, the in-
formants pointed out the “natural” channels of information making it easier and quicker
to spread and receive information. Communication also works well and is efficient on
the everyday level, which should not be forgotten. As important as disseminating the
information efficiently is making the search for it as easy as possible for the workers
and other stakeholders.
Clear instructions. Good equipment. Haste is a disadvantage. (357)
Small unit, easy to inform everyone separately. (254)
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5.1.4 Attitudes influencing the flow of information in social organisations
The attitudes of the managers of different level had a great influence on the information
flow of the organisation. Structures of information flow and communication included
commitment of the managers well as clear instructions on how information is trans-
ferred. This would also be a common requirement of any modern organisation to func-
tion well. Also, the attitudes of their superiors and the staff were of the essence.
The interest level of the issue, its clarity, regarding the information dissemina-
tion important (262)
What stands out from the material is good relationships inside the organisation. People
need to get the feeling that asking about things, talking and commenting is allowed.
Commitment to the organisation is also needed of the staff.
Trust, ”tools”: channels, equipment. Commitment of each individual. (255)
Openness is emphasized both in the relationships, communication and briefing the staff
with new information. Openness also arises from plans and procedures, not just the de-
cisions being made. Commitment to the organisation and interest in people’s own work
is also essential. This would also be beneficial for the communicative processes and
flows of information according to this research done on social managers.
Physical proximity, trust, e-mail (260)
Good relations, meeting places, e-mail and intranet (14)
multiple channels for disseminating information, established, clear negotiat-
ing system (within the organisation), good collaboration (structures function-
ing) (106)
The ethics of the manager arise from the responses in multiple ways: confidence and
trust are needed in work communities, but most of all, standing behind the decisions and
rules of the organisation. Honesty is important in informing the employees, customers
and other clients. Equality is also an ethical rule that has to be firm in communicational
aspects, according to the informants of this research. People need to feel that they are
getting the same information as the others at the same time as they do.
Memos of the meetings of the steering group for basic security available
through e-mail for all to read. Committee lists available in the Internet. Staff
meetings/briefings. (144)
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Simultaneous information dissemination to as many as possible. Regular in-
formation dissemination and agreeing on channels: within reasonable time
frames. Regular discussions with personnel with significant meaning, not as
trivial or merely a value in themselves. (302)
5.1.5 Factors opposed to transferring information in social organisations
The categories in this research under three of the most important things influencing in-
formation flow were mostly positive. Some phrases were used both with a positive and
a negative connotation. Attitudes, both among managers and employees, were also men-
tioned in a negative way. If the purpose of informing is not understood, things tend to
be forgotten or overlooked. The employees become passive in their search for the in-
formation. An atmosphere that is not supportive of asking questions and communicat-
ing, will lead to “organisational silence”.
Openness, honesty, trust, service-mindedness, sharing information and con-
versely lack of all these (22)
Inadequate opportunities for internal communication in the net (331)
Haste, too much information, employees don’t actively search for information,
but rather count on it keeping delivered to them (12)
Lack of commitment, lack of clear model, ability to receive (10)
+ Passing the memos of work groups and executive teams through
- Amount of information is too large to be read (197)
Not being committed will also be counterproductive to getting information through to
the workers, but even more severe harm will be caused by a manager’s attitude of not
being committed. Fixed-term employment does not suit the manager. Not having
enough trust and confidence is mentioned in this research likewise unwillingness or
inability to co-operate.
Part-time management is not exactly good, overflow of information, rush (21)
Lack of computer/e-mail. Not everyone can attend the briefings. Haste. (276)
Scattered units/worst jobs to some [workers] (270)
In  this  study,  organisational  structures  are  also  of  the  essence  on  the  negative  side  of
information. The model of informing could be totally lacking or too hazy or simply,
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spreading information can be overlooked. It stands on unsystematic ground and chan-
nels of information dissemination may be lacking. Information is spread on an uneven
and irregular basis. Uncertainty about who is responsible for the informational issues is
a sign of an unstructured organisation. The workload of the manager may be too heavy
to release resources for information issues. Time is limited and has to be allocated to
more critical functions. Work and tasks should be spread in order to the organisation to
function properly.
Many units = the same information can only be reached through e-mail. Over-
flow of information – e-mail is constantly blocked. Confusion in economic and
personnel administration caused by organisational change (367)
Scattered units. Too few working hours to be used for informing. Discrepan-
cies in responsibilities for  informating. (196)
There must be someone in an organisation who measures the importance of the informa-
tion for the organisation and evaluates how to deal with it. Also, information may be too
complicated to communicate clearly. Communicational skills are required to make in-
formation clear enough.
Lack of technology was also mentioned as a negative thing in information spreading.
This could mean lack of technical equipment or knowledge. Efficient electronic transfer
of information is not a reality in all the municipal organisations. Organisational disper-
sion is mentioned as a physical and a psychological issue. Big municipal organisations
may be physically spread in different facilities, and physical dispersion can cause psy-
chological dispersion just by the representation of it. Nevertheless, organisations com-
ing from a variety of organisational cultures and traditions may have different values
and ways of functioning. This can lead to problems in understanding in merging the
social- and health branch. Grapevine is mentioned in the material as a negative function.
Staff meetings foster information flow and are important for the employees-
from the perspective of  informing. Grapevine is a little too efficient. There are
still things to learn in utilizing e-mail. (252)
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5.2 The view of communication in the near future
In this work, analysis of the open questions was used in order to build new views on
communicational settings of social organisations produced by the managers themselves.
Analysis of the structured questions was used either as a mirror to verify the inductive
analysis, or as a base on which to scan the future. In this study the structured questions
were on a set of questions considering the tools of a manager’s work (question number
32): “Which of the following tools of a manager do you use in your current work?”
Two of the options were used in this analysis, “Designed external communication”
(question 21) and “Designed internal communication” (question 22). The question was
also asked with regard to the future, five years ahead.
This  testing  was  based  on  the  hypothesis,  that  communication  would  be  seen  to  be  of
greater importance in the future (Alvesson & Willmott 2002; Simonsson 2002; Juholin
2008). A Likert-type scale was used for coding the choices (1=not at all, 2=hardly, 3=I
can’t say, 4=use some, 5=use a lot). When asked about internal communication, 75 % of
informants responded that they used it as a tool in their work. 16 % reported that they
used no planned internal communication at all, or used only some in their work (Table
2). Regarding the near future, only 2 % had the same answers, so the respondents esti-
mated an increase in the amount of designed internal communication.
TABLE 2: Use of designed internal communication as a tool in the social manager’s
work 2007 and in 2012
Designed internal communication as a tool of so-
cial manager’s work now and in 5 years view
Choices 2007 2012
Not at all 3 (1 %) 2 (1 %)
Hardly 32 (15 %) 3 (1 %)
I can’t say 19 (9 %) 13 (7 %)
Some use 112 (54 %) 90 (46 %)
Use much 43 (21 %) 87 (45 %)
Total 209 (100 %) 195 (100 %)
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When informants were asked about systematic external communication, the percentages
were similar, but the share of not using planned external communication rose slightly.
28 % used some or no planned external communication at all, 61 % used some o a lot of
it as a tool in their work (Table 3). In light of these responses, internal communication
was slightly more emphasized as a tool in social manager’s work nowadays. The differ-
ence in the answers between now and in the future was that 16 % of the respondents
changed their estimate in internal view (using some or a lot designed internal communi-
cation), but in the external communication the change was bigger, 26 %.
TABLE 3: Use of designed external communication as a tool of social manager’s work
now and in 2012
Designed external communication as a tool of so-
cial manager’s work now and in 5 years view
Choices Now 2012
Not at all 5 (2 %) 2 (1 %)
Hardly 55 (26 %) 8 (4 %)
I can`t say 22 (11 %) 15 (8 %)
Some use 103 (49 %) 93 (48 %)
Use much 24 (12 %) 77 (39 %)
Total 209 (100 %) 195 (100 %)
Some difference in the responses of the social managers can be seen when changing the
view to future. Overall, the emphasis on using planned communication increses. De-
signed internal communication (using some or a lot) was seen as a more important tool
of their work in 2012. The importance of designed external communication was esti-
mated  to  come  even  more  important:  from  61  %  of  being  used  some  or  a  lot  now  to
87 % (26% growth) in 2012 (Table 3). In these questions about the future, 14 more of
the informants had not respond at all. Neutral answers (unable to answer the question)
of no importance accounted for 10 % of responses, which in such a small group of re-
spondents can be considered significant.
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Three categories were formend in describing the size of the municipalities where social
managers work (under 5 000, between 5 000 and 14 999, and more than 15 000 inhabi-
tants) and one-way ANOVA was used to find out, if the larger size of the municipality
changed the characteristics of municipal services. In the systematic use of internal
communication the statistic confidence level (p=0.031) was reached for 2012, but not at
the present (p=0.144). This could be interpreted as a trend to show growing interest in
designed internal communication, as the size of the municipal services grows in the fu-
ture.
5.3 Summary of the results
It was clear that planning communication in social organisations involves clarifying
organisational functions, structures and responsibilities. Forming new organisations and
combining them, due to Paras-Plans other targets, poses it own challenges, also from the
communicational point of view. Organisations in different states of development with
differing cultures and traditions of communicating do not necessarily combine their
functions and communication too easily. Workers and managers also need clear instruc-
tions for information sharing chains.
Activity in information transfer is essential. Information should be disseminatad and
received actively from employees’, but also from the managerial perspective. Collecting
feedback is important. To sum up, giving the communication the attention it deserves in
organisational level and using multiple and adequate methods could be seen to help
committing different stakeholders to stand behind organisational strategies.
There still seems to be some difficulty in using modern technology to support the func-
tions of social organisations in Finland. Using proper, modern and adequate technology
and knowledge considering communication were mentioned in the pro-information flow
statement, but also with a negative connotation. The characteristics of information soci-
ety with the overwhelming amounts of information flooding into organisations appeared
in the comments. Lack of resources due to overload of work, not having enough time
for giving or receiving information were seen the in-coming and the out-going informa-
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tion were described separately. Someone in the organisation has to take responsibility
for filtering accurate information in and out.
Still, mere dissemination of understandable and clear information was not enough.
Things need to be felt to be important by the recipient for the message to get through.
The commitment and responsibility of the worker were also pointed out in getting the
right and accurate information. The importance of ethical considerations was described,
such as honesty, trust and consideration in communication. Plans and agreements made
in the organisation on information transfer should be respected. Equality in receiving
information at the same time emerged from the material, too. The influence of the atti-
tudes emerged strongly from the material in communicating processes. Lack of time and
forgetting communication is a consequence of lack of understanding of its importance.
Some organisational processes and functions were pointed out in the material that are
not part of the communicational research area at all. These expressions are presented as
organisational characteristics influencing communicational functioning. Regularity in
organisational practices was pointed out. These expressions were decentralized decision
processes, differing practices between sectors, inability to “see” beyond the organisation
and difficulties in organisational practices. Organisations that operate efficiently seem
to be efficient in communication, and vice versa. The need for professional help in large
organisations was also mentioned.
Some of the expressions were of multiple contents. In the following example the diffi-
culty of getting the staff together in meetings was described as a challenge. There was
no specification of the reasons presented: does the difficulty arise from lack of time re-
sources, of the attitudes or working schedules?
Use of computers, the employees can’t take full advantage of the information
presented by the internet. Lack of municipal bulletins. Difficulty in getting all
the workers together at the same time. (35)
Negative things that influence the communication of social organisations in Finland
were  lack  of  trust,  hastiness  of  functions  and  attitudes  that  result  in  organisational  si-
lence. Commitment is not self-evident, neither, from the managers’, or from the work-
ers’ side. Part-time management did not get complimentary comments.
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Internal communication was not used in the designed way by 16 % of the managers of
social organisations, which describes the variety of communicational structures in social
organisations. Nine per cent could not answer the question at all. Twenty-eight per cent
used no planned external communication (hardly ever or not at all). Both internal and
external communication were seen as of growing importance in the near future, external
communication even more evidently. This was shown in comparing the size of the mu-
nicipality, which is expected to grow in Finland as they are encouraged to merge.
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6 CHALLENGES FOR COMMUNICATION IN SOCIAL ORGANISATIONS
6.1 Synthesis
The aim of this research was to find out what influences communication inside and out-
side social organisations in Finland as described by the managers. This thesis did not try
to find ways of improving the methods of information flow or communication in social
organisations, but to find new information about communication in them. The intention
of this study was to bring communication into the spotlight for discussion and later
these answers can be used to help to develop communication in these organisations. The
views of communication can also be extended in many other organisations, at least
those in the municipal context. Also, this work voices some thoughts of social managers
on the verge of organisational restructuring.
This thesis has tried to see the environment of managers in Finland, which has required
wide consideration of organisations, social work, welfare services, as well as politics,
economics and organisational psychology. The phenomenon, the social organisation is
wide and linked to many other terms and functions. There are lots of other ways of ap-
proaching social organisations, but communication has been the special view of this
thesis. The world of communication is full of complex words, concepts, definitions and
purposes which will never be presented unambiguously, maybe this should be applied
neither (Aula 1999, 261). This thesis has simply tried to express some parts of the com-
plex phenomena of communication and social organisations.
According to postmodern communication science there is no reason to differentiate to-
day, tomorrow and the past (Aula 1999, 259). The level of education is rising constantly
among citizens. This leads to more complex involving processes in public services and
their organisational practices. Research on social organisations needs to put the empha-
sis on accountability, reputation and the trust of the stakeholders. The research of com-
munication has spread from business based traditions to the public sector and has influ-
ences in social sector. The iceberg metaphor is valid for the communication processes
of organisation: what can be seen below the surface are merely the measures and actions
and lots of careful investigating, planning and evaluating will be needed, before true
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efficiency can be conducted. Public organisations have many communication channels
to choose. Communication channels may be direct (like customer service) or indirect
(like newspapers). Direct contact, like sending a letter, is usually the most effective, but
also an expensive way. The media can disseminate information fast and wide. People
(the customers) are more interested and more able to influence and evaluate the service
they are receiving, but the expectations can also be too high compared to reality. Par-
ticipating and giving an opportunity to exert influence in the service was found to be
one of the critical factors when customer satisfaction was examined in a municipal con-
text (Nakari & Sjöblom 2009, 46-49).
Management  has  often  been  advocated  as  a  solution  to  particular  personal,  social  and
organisational problems. This thesis emphasizes a view in which leading officials or
workers themselves cannot much influence organisational development despite the con-
tributions they are willing to offer. Searching a mutually offered energy and effort by all
the parties involved is needed to get the plans for developing implemented: the leaders
and the workers, as well as other stakeholders. The employees need to be active in
searching for information and receiving it. In Rennison’s (2007, 163) study on manag-
ers and employees, “management aims to seducing the individual employees to com-
mit to and embrace the organisation with all their hearts”, which would bring out the
activity in finding information. The ideal of a worker in a modern organisation seems to
be self-managed and committing themselves to the organisation and its values (Renni-
son 2007,164). Managers need an active strategic hold on their work in order to be able
to nourish these things and their role in producing well-establishing organisations is
unquestionable (Nakari & Sjöblom 2009, 53).
This thesis has raised questions on the skills of the personnel and the managers in the
municipal sector considering well-functioning communication in organisations. Com-
munication is not always seen as an organisational and managerial tool of strategic work
but merely spending scarce resources of time, money and personnel. Technical equip-
ment, software and the knowledge to make the best use of it does not always exist, even
though Finland is often seen as a pioneer in the informational and computerized func-
tioning of the society. Management work must be constantly progressing and self-
motivated. Learning new skills is included self-evidently in manager’s work as the envi-
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ronments change and also use of information equipment need practicing and education.
The need for qualifying managerial education has been pointed out (Aaltonen 1997b,
312). Strategic planning in knowledge management needs developing (Huotari 2009).
Again, managerial and communicational skills can be seen as an important area of de-
velopment in order to be able to visualize and make plans for the development and the
qualifications needed in the organisations in the area of information technology and
equipment.
Special knowledge of communication and the transfer of information seems to become
of more importance according to the material of this research. New qualifications are
needed by all the organisational actors, of which Helena Heikka (2008) also finds com-
municational skills to be one. This new need for communicational qualifications re-
quires  extra  resources  in  the  establishing,  but  on  the  contribution  of  growing  skills  of
using new technology, the organisational ability to produce innovations, correcting or-
ganisational shortcomings and processing the feedback is facilitated and speeded up
(Castells 2000). Modifying will help organisational functions to develop into more flu-
ent direction (Toivanen 2006, 39).
It has been said that the new generation of administrators is needed to see these benefits
of information technology in its full impact. Management in the area is living through a
transfer to another generation. According to Viitanen and her co-workers (2007, 19-20),
the middle managers of the social and health sector are mostly aged 46-60. More fluent
use of information technology could be expected in 15 years. Heikka (2008) has antici-
pated the importance of education rising in the future in all sectors of qualifications (op-
erational, human resources and financial management, network cooperation and com-
munication), and that there are differences in the qualifications demands for leaders of
multiple levels and sectors in municipal management.
Specialized personnel that provide the knowledge of communication could also be seen
as the answer in the growing municipal organisations. The managerial work itself, with
the tight scheduled calendars, takes and needs the time and the energy of the municipal
officials. Collecting the feedback from the customers and personnel, updating newslet-
ters and bulletins could need workers of its own. Managers’ ability to produce informa-
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tion in time, in a short, productive and understandable way, would be the well-
functioning top-down transfer of information. Special assistance on the subject would
be helping in succeeding this task.
The electronic revolution has affected all organisations in a way the workers communi-
cate with one another (O’Kane, Hargie & Tourish 2004, 94). Using modern technology
and conclusions of communicating issues are important in developing organisations,
especially ones living through transition. Spreading information and making communi-
cation more efficient would be helpful in situations of organisational change. It would
help to allocate resources in a more profitable way and possibly free some extra re-
sources. People in the organisations have to be able to profit from the communication
decisions being made, they need skills to use technology. Also, adequate technology
needs to be provided.
Even though the European Commission in 1997 evaluated the public services to become
the trail blazer of information society development, the electronic services are still
searching for their part in the public service sector. Services provided by information
technology have not reached a strategic position as was earlier estimated. (Toivanen
2006, 12.) Projects for developing electronic services in the public sector have been
criticized for concentrating on technological issues. It is true that these projects are often
presented to organisations as technical changes, even though the biggest change may be
in the procedures and structures of services. This could be an attempt to minimize the
resistance to change or to merely concentrate on the manifest features of the change
occurring. From the actors’ side in organisations this could be felt as deception or on the
other hand change may remain trivial, not leading to any kind of change in operating
culture at all (Toivanen 2006, 35-37). True, this area of organisational development is
still young and evaluating and observing true (cultural) changes in organisations due
information technology development can only be done later.
It is not enough if public organisations make it possible to obtain feedback on the Inter-
net. To increase public participation, citizens need to feel that they are being heard, too.
(Peltola 2006, 112.) An important feature of electronic services is also interaction
(Toivanen 2006, 21). It is my consideration on the social organisations of the future,
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that in combining both municipal services in coalitions, and social and health sector, the
organisations that communicate effectively will also function effectively in the future.
Organisations can use open discussion with stakeholders as a tool to construct credibil-
ity on their actions. This consideration approaches thoughts of the image of the organi-
sations or municipality or a regional actor providing the service.
Combining social and health organisations is a demanding task (Taskinen 2005, 197).
Fragmented service areas are seen to slow down the development and co-operating over
sectoral barriers and Paras-Project sets extra pressures on the service system by forming
shared units. Benefits of growing efficiency and quality are usually aimed at (Toivanen
2006, 13). This fragmentation was also seen in the results of this questionnaire, differ-
ences in communicational processes reduced the speed and quality of the information
being delivered. Differences in the state of electronic service development were ob-
served between the social and the health sector in Finland today. This reduces the
chances of efficient co-operation in multi-functioning organisations which are formed
for multiple reasons in our country. Also, challenges are met in bringing together func-
tions of municipalities of different development status. In transitions different sized or-
ganisations encountering diverse organisational cultures and competition between pro-
fessions and units may undermine the strategic work of management (Huotari 2009,
15). In her doctoral thesis Mia Toivanen (2006, 14) suggests that the development of
electronic service production should be based on different models than the traditional
(social-health sector).  Even though it is widely known that information technology will
cause the limits of traditional organisational functioning, like time or place to fade
away, it has not been admitted that administrative barriers have to vanish as well. The
development of output cannot be solved by copying best practices between sectors,
rather than developing the service system as a whole (Nakari & Sjöblom 2009, 19).
Someone in the organisation should have enough time and knowledge to filter informa-
tion and messages that make importance for the organisation to avoid information over-
load. The most important information should be disseminated to right address: the po-
litical officials as providers of financial resources, workers or the service users. Choos-
ing the right forum or the right multiple channels for different kinds of information is
not an easy task and often requires special knowledge of the subject. The need for pro-
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fessional help and a schedule for organisational informing emerged from the material.
Especially if an organisation is dealing with two-way information or a feedback system,
professional help could be useful. The funding decisions also need accurate data in a
compact formula.
The  management  of  social  organisations  has  the  key  role  in  strengthening  the  role  of
communication. Despite denying the glorifying role of managerial influence, manager’s
attitudes to communication primarily influence on how organisations are manoeuvred,
how the organisational changes are carried through and how new courses of action are
implemented. This needs more studying in the area of public organisation research.
Alvesson and Willmott (2002, 630) also come to the conclusion, that managers’ skills in
the future should include the capacity to articulate a strategy discourse and delegate the
strategy work to other stakeholders in a clear and influential way. Managers do not cre-
ate strategies rather than strategies create management (Aula & Mantere 2005, 24). The
process of change in social organisations is living in a need of communicative manage-
ment. Acting as an agent of change is a communicative process in most cases (Syväjärvi
2007, 4). The processes of change in social organisations are in need of communicative
management. Effective organisations have a sense of purpose. They know where they
are going and they know how they are going to get there. (Theaker 2004, 50.)
Alison Theaker (2004, 49-56) describes the role of management as negotiative between
the demands of environment, controlling the subsystems of the organisation and manag-
ing conflicts between them. In this strategic role, public relations is usually seen to be
part of the managing subsystem. Theaker (2004) refers to Grunig and Hunt: “they live
one foot in the organisation and one foot outside”. Public relations will be more im-
portant in public services in the future. Good reputation is built on “good deeds”, in
reputation there is the perspective of acts and the communication. The point that matters
is built in the audiences and the stories being told about the organisation (Aula &
Mantere 2005, 26). Reality and the good being done in the organisation also has to be
presented to the stakeholders, such as customers, associates and politicians. Operations
have to be communicated to the right people. Since the 1980’s the discussion of organ-
isational reputation has turned inside the organisation building on HRM issues.  Today,
the discussion mainly sees reputation as a strategic organisational resource that builds
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the organisation at the same time as it builds the images and interpretations of it, which
always involves the employees’ and the customer’s side (Aula & Mantere 2005, 32-34).
These notions have spread on to the view on to management studies.
According to Habermas, critical theories had transferred from productive paradims to
communicative ones by the 1990’s (Habermas 1994, 36). He also spoke of commercial
and political questions, entertainment and information combining into “infotainment”,
as well as the visualism  assuming to the centre of discussion. This is an important no-
tion in sociological development laying the foundations for more and more images and
visual expressions. This needs open and participative citizenship; people need to get
interested in municipal services and the structures behind them. Electronic services can
be seen as a tool to increase citizens’ interest in municipal services (Toivanen 2006, 76).
The threat of commercial competition and pouring information through the media takes
the concentration of interest to things that do not really make any difference in people’s
lives. The education society may turn into a consumer society if not dealt with (Niinilu-
oto 1989, 97). Nevertheless, interest in the public service system is important for the
existence  of  the  survival  of  the  services.  The  big  picture  with  political  and  economic
issues should be tracked and monitored by public organisations. Scanning the environ-
ment, issues tracking and management are part of the strategic manager’s toolkit.
(Theaker 2004, 55.) There has to be a strong will of political support for the services in
order to maintain the structures of them.
“We live in an increasingly interconnected, dependent, pluralist world,
where no one and no organisation can isolate itself from any of the “big
issues” that are emerging” (Theaker 2004, 54).
One of the first steps in image building traditionally is to know the audience, or in case
of social services, the customers. Communicating has been successful when all the
stakeholders of the organisation have a truthful image of the organisation and when
transfer of information inside it, into and out of it is as lively and interactive. The need
for influential feedback has grown in importance (Tourish & Hargie 2004, 189), too.
This will promote the function for the community support and long-term development.
The meaning of communicating has critically changed in our society both in politics and
actions of officials. (Simonsson 2002.) Modern organisations set new communicational
standards for the managers of social organisations that have been overlooked. New re-
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quire of the image building will become an important view in tomorrows social and
municipal organisational setting.
Public organisations and society can not be examined separately. The information soci-
ety around us is changing rapidly and this means that services inside the society must
change, too. The way public organisations function lives along with the process. Trans-
parency is required both in their internal and external relations. The laws of information
inside the social organisations require organisational documents to be public unless
there is a legal requirement for secrecy. The public will be asking about the reasons for
decisions even more often in the future. Communication in changing and merging or-
ganisations confronts and develops multiple and often conflicting values: legal, educa-
tional and personal values that can differ traditionally on personal and organisational
levels and this can complicate the work of managers in these new organisations (Renni-
son 2007, 149).
Being prepared for crisis is part of any organisation’s functions, crisis can occur in any
organisation, including public organisations. Crisis may be reputational or functional, it
may merely be aiming to change the negative organisational image. Even after a major
failure or crisis, the reputation of the organisation can be salvaged by honest and thor-
ough communicating (Aula & Mantere 2005, 170).  Preparing and planning communi-
cation in case of crisis is essential for the importance of information rises. Information
has to travel fluently and it has to be accurate. (Åberg 2000, 264-265.) Workers and
managers need clear instructions for information sharing chains in organisations, which
could also be useful when crisis occurs. Managing communication in a situation of or-
ganisational crisis is meeting and answering different kinds of stakeholders and their
questions as well as communicating and mediating. Communicating and sharing infor-
mation during crisis is most successful when well planned. (Huhtala & Hakala 2007.)
Still,  as  the  Prussian  general  Helmut  von  Moltke  has  stated,  when  the  enemy  is  con-
fronted, all good plans vanish and what becomes essential is the ability to make actions
and manoeuvres needed. Adjusting is the key to success.  During crisis, the skills of the
manager are also measured, and very much of leading organisation through crisis is an-
swering questions and delivering accurate information. The closest and the most com-
mon channel for disseminating information, is also often the most efficient. Grapevine
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is an efficient tool in hands of a skillful manager. Plans for using technology and elec-
tronic media also help to spread accurate information in times of crisis.  Managers
should know which media are to be used and how.
Despite problems, Finland has been able to keep the basic identity of society, holding
on to its welfare state and renewing the legitimacy of public functions. In a globalizing
world, Finnish national identity has facilitated conversation between different partici-
pants. (Castells & Himanen 2001, 16.) The importance and the centrality of discussion
is  on  the  shared  growth  of  technology  and  economy,  but  what  makes  a  difference  to
citizen is how wealth is produced and established and how technology can be combined
in social practices (Castells & Himanen 2001, 81). This concerns value decisions and
politics: what is the “good” being produced in public services and by what means? The
true challenge of the future is stimulating our public service system to produce even
more wealth for as many as possible, or at least to serving the public as the welfare state
was been able to so far. Innovations in organising and production are needed in all sce-
narios.
Regional and multifunctional municipal structures of the future make the position and
participation of the public somewhat precarious. By investing in communicational struc-
tures actively from the beginning would be beneficial to participatory questions. Includ-
ing  customer-oriented  thoughts  in  all  the  strategic  plans  also  means  that  the  citizen  of
regional organisations should be able to get in-time information, but also to influence
and evaluate the functions and customer service.
In merging municipal organisations, many challenges are encountered in re-organising
the  functions.  Merging  can  be  seen  as  a  threat  to  social  organisations  because  of  the
strong and differing cultures of functioning in the health sector. This thesis has articu-
lated some views on things that could be helpful in implementing new ways of working
together. Attitudes as well as organisational and communicational structures may resist
and restrict the implementation of new cultures and disseminating good practices
around the new organisations. Social organisations seem to be concerned on how they
will stand out in new bigger organisations. Dissolving and vanishing are the worst scen-
eries articulated in discussion.
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Changing work identity in transforming organisations is not only an intellectual project,
either. One must bear in mind that it involves emotional labour. It is naïve to assume
that organisational identity can be pushed in any direction without pain, resistance and
unintended consequences. Syväjärvi, Perttula, Stenvall, Majoinen and Vakkala (2007,
13) have found this to have been overlooked in transforming the organisational area of
municipal services in Finland, even though it should not be. In transforming, leading
things is highlighted at the expense of HRM issues. Presenting innovations in service
production needs open minds and companionships.
Employees are not passive receptacles, but instead, information and control mechanisms
can be enacted and critically interpreted by employees (Alvesson & Willmott 2002,
628-637). Simonsson (2002) has argued that making communicational processes more
efficient is not to be thought solved merely by technological solutions; more profound
change is required in attitudes level. Educational and technological solutions are to be
taken seriously increasing productivity. All the workers should be able to answer ques-
tions on the field of action, performance and activities of an individual and the whole
organisation, likewise the questions on “how we are doing as an organisation” and the
future of the organisation (Juholin 2008, 103). The new leadership paradigm requires
self-regulating staff of workers and the limits of leadership to diminish. In the transfor-
mations the Paras Project has launched in the Finnish municipal sector, structural and
functional changes are obvious, but HRM practices need also to follow (Nakari &
Sjöblom 2009, 8). Good HRM practices lead to good results and vice versa. Results are
not achieved by dictating in professional organisations.
This  thesis  was  written  in  the  middle  of  two major  transformation  processes  that  pro-
foundly influenced the contextual structure and description of the phenomena: first, ma-
jor re-structuring of the Finnish welfare services and in the structures of the municipali-
ties that have traditionally been in charge of these services. Secondly, ongoing change
in the paradigmatic discussion of management guided this thesis from the very begin-
ning of the process. The new paradigm seems to be composed of the management struc-
tured in discussion, communication and participation both with workers and the sur-
roundings of the organisation. Information overload may overburden managers. Accord-
ing to Charlotte Simonsson (2002, 250) this has increased along with modern informa-
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tion  technology.  Somehow,  this  dilemma between the  time and  the  tasks  of  managers
will be seen in a new dimension and the managerial work of the public sector includes
the dimensions of public reputation, organisational image building and communicating
the “good” more and more.
Times of organisational change are also a chance to see new possibilities and make in-
novations in organisations. The change should be seen as an opportunity rather than as a
threat or a burden in organisations. Today, in the organisations of information societies,
lack of consensus can paradoxically be the key to success. Spontaneity and enterprise
versus stability and preparing organisations for challenges have to work together and
combined in organisational procedures. Organisations cannot be steered like a boat, in
which the captain takes the wheel totally to himself rather than strategically in the same
manner as a football team and the managers act as facilitators of innovations. The man-
ager takes responsibility of choosing the individuals and preparing them to be profes-
sionally qualified, and sharing the organisational visions (Ståhle, Sotarauta & Pöyhönen
2004, 32). The responsibility for successfully working together as professionals has to
be shared. In some studies this is described as “energising the key players” (Ståhle, So-
tarauta & Pöyhönen 2004, 45). In times of organisational change this has to be taken
advantage of and reinforced with efficient communication or the change will be wasted.
The questions this thesis has reised for future research topics that are questions of whea-
ther the changing environments of public services have influenced the quantity of com-
munication and information. Objectificating information and communication in organi-
sations may lead to wasting important resources that already exist inside them. Ilkka
Niiniluoto already perceived this threat in 1989 just as the information society was tak-
ing shape. In order to see social organisations efficiently and fluently through these
changes, they need to develop and take more interest in how the changes are made in-
side them, and how the changes are represented to the public. At the same time, as new
procedures are implemented, there should be designs drawn for how things are to be
explained to customers (public, clients), workers and other organisations.
Public organisations need to place emphasis on the legitimacy of organisations as they
have never done before. It is crucial for the survival of the public services. The days of
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organisational performance are turning into days when reputation among stakeholders
plays  a  key  role  in  the  survival  of  organisations.  Not  to  be  forgotten  is  the  economic
success as a way of organisations to survive. Stakeholders in this thesis are considered
to be the individuals, groups or communities affected by the organisation and wanting
to affect the organization, and without whom the organisation would not exist.
A crucial and problematic issue in communication inside modern organisations is apply-
ing new knowledge produced by research in organisational functions. Theory can be
used for making concrete examples of problems in the communicational environment of
complex modern organisations and this way improve the communicational practices
inside them. (Simonsson 2002, 31.)  In their article in Journal of Management Studies,
Alvesson and Willmott (2002, 624; Rennison 2007, 162) comment that new forms of
flexibility and multiskilling are needed. The workers need to take more responsibility
for their own work. Workers need to be self-oriented and motivated, but they also need
the tools to operate in the new informational climate.  In social  services,  where profes-
sional services requiring expertise are primarily produced, it is essential that knowledge
passes swiftly and efficiently between different parts of organisation, reaches different
parts of the organisation fast, and that the content of the massage remains as it was in
the beginning.
Regularity and frequency seem to be the essential factors in information flow of social
organisations in Finland. Activity and the attitudes of the managers and the workers
have a decisive position in how communication is planned and accomplished. Units that
are scattered geographically and shift work increase the challenges of communication in
the social sector. Earlier studies have pointed out that workers on three-shift-schedules
often felt excluded from information and organisational changes came as a surprise to
them. In the social sector professional confidentiality is also seen to influence the cul-
ture of communicating. Some of these challenges need more profound involvement to
be sorted out and the others will vanish in the organisation transformations by them-
selves.
In organisations where knowledge and the equipment provided emanate from the mate-
rial, modern technology and the ability to use it are of essence. This would also be the
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common requirements of any modern organisations to function well. Cultural differ-
ences challenge designing shared technological units of social and health services. The
culture of the organisation is seen as an important factor influencing information trans-
fer according to informants of this work. Challenges are presented as in seeking a com-
mon language, but also in the compatibility of computer systems. There are differences
between sectors in implementing new information systems. Just as organisational struc-
tural distinctions create the task of giving birth to shared units, communicational variety
should also be taken in notice.
Simple tools won’t work (e-mail program, homepage, skills), unstability of the
shared strategy on town level (knowledge not defined: important, less impor-
tant), lack of functional culture of (some) executive teams (25)
According to Alvesson and Willmott (2002, 621), managers may promote, more or less
self-consciously, the controlling measures and therefore restructure the identity of their
workplace.
Bureaucracy in work culture. Political culture. (32)
Jürgen Habermas (1994, 16), as a critical social scientist, already had strong beliefs in
the 1980’s on human development depending on innovative, mutual and corresponding,
equal everyday communications role. His critical view was rather built on enludicating
the situations we live in and helping us to reflectively observe things, but also to guide
our behaviour (Niiniluoto 1980, 71-72; Habermas 1994, 30). Even though contemporary
organisations are mainly moving in a more adhocrative and less bureaucratic direction,
hierarchy is typically still expressed in more indirect ways, such as informal rankings of
sharing information (Alvesson & Willmott 2002, 631-632). In this study, the hierarchy
of receiving information was expressed in ethical considerations of all the workers re-
ceiving the information at the same time, not being passed from one worker to another.
Several studies have identified the managerial behaviours that can reduce the negative
impact of environmental stress in organisations. The sense of high levels of autonomy
or control one has in one’s job and clear objectives and priorities are seen as a buffer
between the pressures coming from inside or outside the organisation. Social support as
an  umbrella  term  to  cover  relatively  small  behaviours  such  as  thanking  staff  for  their
efforts, empathizing with the pressures being experienced, providing timely feedback,
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and  dealing  with  problems  as  they  occur  rather  than  avoiding  issues  are  also  seen  as
supportive actions. (Alimo-Metcalfe & Alban-Metcalfe 2004, 175-176.) Simple as it
may seem, this “buffer” does not exist self-evidently in all social organisations. How-
ever, some of these actions were seen as important measures in information transform-
ing settings, such as open discussion of the problems occurring.
Atmosphere influences in if the information will be received. Active informing
through different channels/e-mail. Meetings (briefings). Regular staff meet-
ings.  (166)
6.2 Ethical and validity considerations
Rhetoric was one of the first  academic subjects.  Communication research, as a scien-
tific discipline, often has trouble with the borders of other disciplines (linguistics, semi-
otics, social psychology, philosophy, sociology, media research, communication tech-
nology etc.) on its very existence. Communication is an integral part of every other dis-
cipline as a tool and on communication specifics. On the other hand, everybody talks so
everybody wants to be an expert on communication. Research results conflicting with
street wisdom can be diminished as biased (nonsense) or by “everybody knew it any-
way” comments. (Wiio 1996, 69.) These are the worries of a “green” researcher. Does
my thesis bring any new information about the subject of communication in social or-
ganisations context?
Of course completing my first scientific work, there are always also questions of valid-
ity and reliability, too: did I do the analysis carefully enough? Did I understand the con-
notations of the statements right? Simplifying and categorizing the manifest of the latent
expressions of the material was not simple. The terminology and concepts of communi-
cation are complex making analysis challenging. Another concern arises from the multi-
disciplinary view of this thesis. Between organisational studies, management studies,
communicational studies, social and political studies this work has collected parts of my
personal enthusiastic and academic studies, my history and my past, which has come
out as a collection of a variety of things. Working on all of these has been a joyful jour-
ney, I have had a chance to study my ideas, but the wide view of things has been diffi-
cult to handle from time to time. Applying theory in this way is also a “playful” act of
ambivalence, which is typically associated with a postmodern approach. To criticise my
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own actions is part of my role as a critical postmodern theorist, too. Multiple interpreta-
tions of “the truth” has to be accepted and mine is just one of them.
Validity  has  traditionally  meant  an  estimate  of  the  extend  to  which  the  design  of  the
research is able to measure what it is intended to measure, if the questions are valid for
their purpose (Eskola 1981, 77; Newman & Benz 1998, 29; Alasuutari 2001, 140-141).
The research of organisation, management and communication as well as presenting the
results requires a more comprehensive touch. Using a combination of qualitative and
quantitative methods, challenges were met, but this was the accurate method for exam-
ining the phenomenon under consideration in this thesis.
Whatever the operationalized questions of this work may be, they will never quite be
able to represent communication in social organisations as a whole, just a part of it. The
presentation of the research must be wide in this work (Newman & Benz 1998, 34-35).
A precise description of the research process tries to help the reader to evaluate to what
extent the design and the data match the world around the study (Metsämuuronen 2003,
35). This work represents the view of all the Finnish leaders of municipal social organi-
sations today and may not be valid in any other time or country, but could be used in
examining the communication of public organisations in a different context. The com-
prehensive presentation of the study has taken the complex phenomenon examined as a
whole.  This  presents  it  in  the  most  truthful  image.  The  reliability  and  validity  of  this
work have risen high enough (Eskola 1981, 80-85).
It has been said that certain paradigmatic or theoretical selections limit and determine
both the empirical and the methodological possibilities of research. Research usually
prefers producing knowledge that can be generalized and verifies or even expands the
theory considered. Sometimes research has to be linked into generalized knowledge of
the area being examined (Erätuuli, Leino & Yli-Luoma 1994, 24-25). As a phenome-
non, both management and communication are complex and indicating causality or
building watertight theories is almost impossible, as it often is in social research (Alves-
son & Deetz 2000a, 52).  This work has raised some interesting views on communica-
tion in social organisations in Finland, however.
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The aim of qualitative research is not to make generalizations, although this research
includes a sample of all the top managers of social organisations in Finland. Even
though various different kinds of ways of making a research is allowed, multimethodol-
ogy makes some challenges also in validity of the work (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002, 62-
64). For example, some discrepancy in the responses can be presented by interviewing
the  informants  when  others  had  responded  on  a  written  form  by  mail  (Ahola,
Godenhjelm & Lehtinen 2002, 31). This may also affect the interpretation of the re-
search form (Ahola, Godenhjelm & Lehtinen 2002, 12).
Qualitative material is the most suitable for researchers to whom the thought of a multi-
angle perspective is closer than the thought of searching for the absolute truth. It is pro-
foundly set on situationality and representing endogenous reality of the researchers
(Alasuutari 2001, 140-141). As a researcher, it is easy to find myself in this category.
Qualitative research often tries to describe the complexity of “real life” and the phe-
nomenon cannot be cut up merely for the purposes of one survey. It is well stated, that
qualitative research rather tries to find out and reveal new things of reality, rather than
to verify statements already made. (Bryman 2004, 266-270; Hirsjärvi etc. 2007, 157.)
This work has done both: shown the results of existing literature arising from this con-
text, but also bringing new knowledge of the phenomenon to the surface.
Making the decision to write the thesis in English was another challenge I took as a re-
searcher: would I be able to present scientific information in an understandable and reli-
able way? Most of the translations of the material are made by the researcher, even the
direct quotations of the material, so a mild discrepancy in interpretations is possible. But
even if there were some misunderstandings of the expressions, the overall picture would
still be valid because of the variety of material.
This process of doing a master’s thesis started by getting a trainee post at the Depart-
ment of Health Management and Economy at the University of Kuopio, when I was
able to work with Professor Vuokko Niiranen and her group of researchers for four
months. This time offered incomparable teaching process in conducting research but
most of it, I was able to start the process of writing this thesis early enough. Taking part
in “Sosiaalijohto Suomessa 2007” study also offered me the material of the thesis. Little
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by little my view of communicational subjects is widening along with my studies. The
subject of this work emanates strongly from my own beliefs about the visual and com-
municational requirements of society today and even more in the future.
In the field of communication and management in social organisations and social man-
agement, this study represents a meaningful step toward filling a gap in the literature.
What remains to be examined, is what the incentives would be for municipal organisa-
tions to also pay attention to communicational systems in restructuring their organisa-
tional settings. Taking also one step further with this thought would be taking a com-
municational “expert”, a professional on communications view in a team reviewing the
future of bigger municipal combinants. Since the municipal organisations are beginning
to seem like business mergers, they should take on the rules of large business organisa-
tions, including public relations, strategic planning and evaluations and so on. It is rare
to have such knowledge and expertise inside municipal organisations, so the future
could be in using professionals. This also emerged from the answers of this research.
There are more studies on communication in healthcare, than on social organisations.
This thesis has been an attempt to raise the subject for discussion in the social branch.
Basically  the  answers  can  be  placed  in  two  categories:  there  are  things  that  work  for
flourishing communication systems inside organisations, but also those that exist on
opposing influence. The categories included structural, informational, attitudinal and
practical considerations on information flow and the communicational aspects of social
organisations, likewise thoughts on how open or closed the atmospheres around com-
munication were considered to be.
The application of information technology in service production does not necessarily
require changes in organisations, but integrating the technology for supporting the sys-
tems of organisations challenges their structures and borders.  Many transformations
enabled by information technology change the structures of organisations indirectly. In
order to produce interactive services their borders have to be thought through. Internet
alone is not enough to connect the public and the public services. (See Toivanen 2006,
49.) According to some scientists, the most of the new qualifications of information
society are connected with multicultural skills of working with people from different
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backgrounds, languages and styles of communication. Technology can be used to raise
or to lower the level of competence depending on how the use of technology is organ-
ised. For example, communication technology can be used to limit the creativity of the
workers or it can be used as a tool for producing new thoughts and applying new meth-
ods for productivity.
The tide of discussion has moved in the direction of collective and distributive man-
agement/leadership as the favoured mode. The preferred models cannot be understood
in isolation from wider tendencies, theories and patterns of socially structured organisa-
tions. John Storey and Iain Mangham (2004, 343-344.) in their article note the prophecy
of the next big idea of management after knowledge management and transformational
management. In their Orwellian suggestion, it might be “thought management”, after
the organisational development seems to be developing in a direction in which the
commitment of the managers and workers is essential and the information society and
developing technology provide this contender with tools for the organisational study.
The main question in this research was to identify the most important influencing the
flow of information both inside and outside social organisations as described by the
managers. Information on the leadership’s tools considering communication, both inside
and outside the organisation, was also collected. These turned out to be ambitious goal
for beginner in world of research. The questions were certainly answered in this work,
in addition many other notions evolved around the world of changing organisational
settings in social organisations in Finland and in the world of organisations in turmoil in
general.
The German philosopher Jürgen Habermas created a theory of communicative action in
which he expresses a hope as to how we might reform institutions in situations ap-
proximating an “ideal speech situation”, from 1970 on (Alvesson & Deetz 2000b, 90;
Deetz 2001, 29). Habermas called “interest of knowledge” the theoretical aim of creat-
ing and presenting new information. In his view, obtaining new information, i.e. study-
ing, is inherently an act for a particular reason (Pietarinen 2002, 63).  Management has
often been advocated as a solution to particular personal, social and organisational prob-
lems. The aim of this work was to show how the restructuration of transforming social
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field in Finland could be promoted by communicational procedures, including interest-
ing views were also presented by the managers. This thesis has emphasized a perspec-
tive in which leading officials or workers themselves cannot much influence organisa-
tional development despite the contributions they are willing to offer,  but search for a
mutually given energy and attempt to work together for it.
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tajat, perusturvajohtajat ja muu sosiaalitoimen ja/tai sosiaali- ja terveystoimen ylin joh-
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esille missään vaiheessa tätä tutkimusta tai sen jatkotutkimuksia. Tutkimusaineis-
toa käsitellään ja säilytetään Kuopion yliopistolla tutkimuseettisten ohjeiden mu-
kaisesti.
Toivomme, että palautatte lomakkeen oheisessa palautuskuoressa noin viikon kuluessa.
Mikäli haluatte lisätietoja, kysymyksiinne vastaa mielellään erikoistutkija Merja Sink-
konen-Tolppi, puh. 017-162 663, sähköposti  merja.sinkkonen@uku.fi.
Kuopiossa lokakuussa  2007
Hyvää alkutalvea ja lämmin kiitos yhteistyöstä!
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Appendix 2: The Research Form
SOSIAALIJOHTO SUOMESSA-
TUTKIMUS 2007
Olkaa hyvä ja vastatkaa kuhunkin kysymykseen ympyröimällä sopiva vastausnumero ja täyden-
tämällä puuttuvat tiedot. Pyydämme palauttamaan vastauslomakkeen oheisessa kuoressa noin
viikon kuluessa.
Lisätietoja tutkimuksesta antaa erikoistutkija Merja Sinkkonen-Tolppi
p: 017-162 663 tai merja.sinkkonen@uku.fi
1. Vastaajaa ja organisaatiota koskevat tiedot
1. Mikä on sukupuolenne? 2. Mihin ikäryhmään kuulutte?
1 nainen 1 30 vuotta tai alle
2 mies 2 31-40 vuotta
3 41-50 vuotta
4 51-60 vuotta
5 Yli 60 vuotta
3. Mikä on koulutuksenne? 4. Mikä on koulutusalanne?
1 Tohtorin tai lisensiaatin tutkinto 1 Sosiaalitieteellinen
2 Maisterin tutkinto 2 Terveystieteellinen
3 Alempi korkeakoulututkinto (yliopisto) 3 Lääketieteellinen
4 Ammattikorkeakoulututkinto 4 Kasvatustieteellinen
5 Opistoasteen tutkinto 5 Hallintotieteellinen
6 Muu 6 Taloustieteellinen
(merkitkää korkein suorittamanne tutkinto) 7 Muu
5. Mikä on ammattinimikkeenne tällä hetkellä? 6. Millainen on nykyinen työsuhteenne?
______________________________________ 1
2
Vakinainen
Määräaikainen
3 Sijaisuus
7. Kauanko olette työskennellyt nykyisessä
työssänne? ___________________ vuotta
8. Kauanko olette työskennellyt johtamistehtävis-
sä? _______________ vuotta
9. Missä maakunnassa työskentelette?
1 Lappi 11 Keski-Suomi
2 Kainuu 12 Kymenlaakso
3 Pohjois-Karjala 13 Pirkanmaa
4 Etelä-Karjala 14 Satakunta
5 Pohjois-Savo 15 Uusimaa
6 Etelä-Savo 16 Itä-Uusimaa
7 Pohjois-Pohjanmaa 17 Varsinais-Suomi
8 Keski-Pohjanmaa 18 Päijät-Häme
9 Pohjanmaa 19 Kanta-Häme
10 Etelä-Pohjanmaa
10. Työssäolokuntanne asukasluku?
11. Toimitteko useamman kunnan sosiaalialan
johtotehtävissä?
1 Alle 3 000 asukasta 1 Kyllä
2 3 000 - 4 999 asukasta 2 Kyllä, vuoden 2008 alusta alkaen
3 5 000 - 14 999 asukasta 3 En
4 15 000 - 29 999 asukasta
5 30 000 - 49 999 asukasta
6 Yli 50 000 asukasta
12.  Mikä on johtamanne organisaation henkilös-
tömäärä? _______________
13.  Monenko lähijohtaja olette?
_____________________________
14. Käyttekö heidän kanssaan kehityskeskustelut?
1 Kyllä
2 En
15.  Käyttekö itse kehityskeskusteluja oman joh-
tajanne kanssa? 16. Onko toimialallanne oma johtoryhmä?
1 Kyllä 1 Kyllä
2 En, mutta tarvitsisin kehityskeskuste-
luja
2 Ei
3 En, enkä tarvitse niitä
17. Onko kunnassanne johtoryhmä? 18. Kuulutteko kuntanne johtoryhmään?
1 Kyllä 1 Kyllä
2 Ei 2 En
19. Oletteko osallistunut johonkin seuraavista pitkäkestoisista (kesto vähintään vuosi)
johtamiskoulutuksista viimeisen kymmenen vuoden aikana? Mainitkaa myös osallistu-
misvuosi/vuodet.
Vuosi / vuodet
1 Kansainväliset johtamiskoulutukset (MBA) _________
2 PD-koulutus (3-vuotinen yliopistollinen johtamiskoulutus) _________
3 Muu yliopistollinen johtamiskoulutus _________
4 Johtamisen erityisammattitutkinto (JET) _________
5 Muu, mikä? __________________________
6 En ole osallistunut
20. Miten hyödynnätte johtamiskoulutuksessa saamaanne tietoa työn kehittämiseksi?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. Työn sisältö
21. Johtajan työhön kuuluu erilaisia, joskus toisilleen vastakkaisiakin asioita ja tehtäviä.
Valitkaa jokaisesta seuraavasta kohdasta, miten usein teette kysyttyä asiaa tai
toimitte kysymyksessä kuvatulla tavalla. (1=en koskaan, 2=erittäin harvoin, 3=harvoin,
4=joskus, 5=usein, 6=hyvin usein, 7=lähes jatkuvasti tai aina)
1 Välitän työntekijöilleni heidän työtään koskevia uusimpia tietoja
ja ohjeita. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
2 Keskustelen työntekijöiden kanssa heidän työstään tunteakseni
sitä paremmin. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
3 Otan työntekijöiden kanssa puheeksi uudet toimintamahdolli-
suudet ja etsin yhdessä henkilöstön kanssa parempia toiminta-
malleja tai ratkaisuja. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
4 Perehdyn sosiaalialan uusimpiin ammatillisiin suuntauksiin. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
5 Kuuntelen työntekijöiden henkilökohtaisia ongelmia. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
6 Puolustan oman toimialani tuloksellisuutta ja vaikuttavuutta kun-
nan päätöksentekijöille. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
7 Huolehdin siitä, että toimialani ja sen työntekijät saavuttavat ase-
tetut tavoitteet. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
8 Määritän toimialani työntekijöiden vastuualueita ja sovin tehtävi-
en tärkeysjärjestyksestä. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
9 Teen asiakastyötä tai siihen välittömästi liittyviä ratkaisuja. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
10 Selvitän toimialani työntekijöiden työmääriä ja muuta päivittäistä
ajankäyttöä sekä vastaan siitä, että tehtävät sujuvat. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
11 Tarkastan pöytäkirjoja, raportteja ja muistioita estääkseni virhei-
tä ja varmistaakseni töiden laadun. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
12 Perustan työryhmiä ja edistän omalta osaltani työntekijöiden
keskinäistä tiimityötä. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
13 Määrittelen toimialani tai sen eri yksiköiden toimintaa koskevia
tavoitteita vuosittain. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
14 Ratkaisen luovuutta ja ammattitaitoa vaativia ongelmatilanteita
työssäni onnistuneesti. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
15 Luen oman alani ammattikirjallisuutta ja käytän saamiani tietoja
työssäni. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
16 Käytän oman alani tieteellisiä tutkimustuloksia ratkaisuissa-
ni/työssäni. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
17 Selvittelen työntekijöiden keskinäisiä riitoja. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
18 Luen johtamiseen liittyvää ammattikirjallisuutta. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
19 Olen mukana kehittämässä sosiaalialan ammatillista työtä tai
osallistun sen laajempaan kehittämistyöhön. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
20 Annan työntekijöille tilaisuuden tehdä työssään omia ratkaisu-
jaan ja kannustan heitä myös osallistumaan päätöksentekoon.
1...2...3...4...5...6...7
21 Neuvottelen kuntani päätöksentekijöiden kanssa turvatakseni
toimialani toimintaa tai hankkiakseni toimintaresursseja. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
22 Tuen työntekijöiden ammatillista osaamista. 1...2...3...4...5...6...7
22. Mikä merkitys seuraavilla asioilla on
a) Kuntanne sosiaalipalvelujen kehittämisen kannalta?
b) Oman johtamistyönne kannalta?
(1=ei merkitystä, 2=jonkin verran haitallinen, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=jonkin verran myönteinen,
5=erittäin  myönteinen)
Sosiaalipalvelut Johtamistyö
1 Sosiaalityön kelpoisuusvaatimukset 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
2 Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon tavoite- ja toimin-
taohjelma (TATO) 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
3 Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon uusi kansallinen
kehittämisohjelma
1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
4 Työn, yrittämisen ja työelämän politiikkaohjelma 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
5 Terveyden edistämisen politiikkaohjelma 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
6 Lasten, nuorten ja perheiden hyvinvoinnin poli-
tiikkaohjelma 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
7 Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon valtionosuudet 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
8 Oma johtamiskoulutukseni 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
9 Hankintalaki 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
10 Uusi lastensuojelulaki 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
11 Kunta- ja palvelurakenneuudistus (PARAS-
hanke) 1...2...3...4...5
1
...2...3...4...5
23. Missä määrin olette voinut vaikuttaa kunta- ja palvelurakenneuudistuksen (PARAS-
hanke) suunnitteluun (1=en lainkaan, 2=vähän, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=jonkin verran,
5=paljon, E=ei liity tehtäviini)
 a) Koko kuntanne osalta? 1....2....3....4....5     E
b)  Oman toimialanne osalta? 1....2....3....4....5     E
24. Kuvatkaa vaikuttamiskanavianne PARAS-hankkeessa.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
25. Kuvatkaa millaisia tunnuslukuja ja/tai laadullista tietoa olette käyttänyt PARAS-
hankkeen  suunnittelussa.                   .
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
______________________________
26. Mitkä asiat kuormittavat Teitä työssänne eniten? Kuvailkaa niihin liittyviä seikkoja.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. Johtamisosaaminen ja rekrytointi
27. Arvioikaa asteikolla 1-10, millainen osaamistasonne on nykyisen työn asettamiin
vaatimuksiin verrattuna? Ympyröikää sopiva vaihtoehto.
En täytä lainkaan työn   1....2....3....4....5....6....7....8....9....10 Ylitän reilusti työn
asettamia vaatimuksia asettamat vaatimukset
28. Mikä on seuraavien tietojen, taitojen ja henkilökohtaisten ominaisuuksien painoarvo
työssänne? (1=ei lainkaan tärkeä, 2=ei kovin tärkeä, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=melko tärkeä,
5=erittäin tärkeä)
a) Arvioikaa kysytyn asian tärkeyttä tällä hetkellä asteikolla 1-5.
b) Arvioikaa lisäksi, millainen on tilanne vuonna 2012.
Tärkeys nyt Tärkeys 2012
1 Hallinnollinen osaaminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
2 Henkilöstöjohtaminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
3 Tietotekninen osaaminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
4 Strateginen johtaminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
5 Yhteistyö poliittisten päättäjien kanssa 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
6 Rahoitus ja budjetointi 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
7 Hankinnat ja kilpailuttaminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
8 Hallinnon ja työelämän lainsäädäntö 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
9 Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon lainsäädäntö 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
10 Kielitaito 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
11 Tutkimus- ja arviointitiedon hyödyntäminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
12 Asiakastyöhön liittyvä osaaminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
13 Yhteistyö- ja vuorovaikutustaidot 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
29. Kuinka keskeisesti seuraavat asiat mielestänne vaikuttivat siihen, että Teidät valit-
tiin nykyiseen tehtäväänne? (1=ei lainkaan, 2=vähän, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=jonkin ver-
ran, 5=paljon)
1 Perustutkinto 1....2....3....4....5
2 Johtamiskoulutus 1....2....3....4....5
3 Aikaisempi työkokemus 1....2....3....4....5
4 Sukupuoli 1....2....3....4....5
5 Henkilökohtaiset suhteet 1....2....3....4....5
6 Poliittiset tekijät 1....2....3....4....5
7 Sattuma 1....2....3....4....5
8 Henkilökohtainen sopivuus 1....2....3....4....5
9 Oma aktiivistuus 1....2....3....4....5
10 Headhunterin (täsmärekrytoijan yhteydenotto) 1....2....3....4....5
30. Onko Teillä johtajantyössänne mahdollisuus mentorin käyttämiseen?
1 Kyllä ja käytän sitä
2 Kyllä mutta en tarvitse sitä juuri nyt
3 Ei ole, mutta tarvitsisin sitä
4 Ei ole, enkä tarvitse sitä
31. Kuinka hyvin seuraavat väittämät kuvaavat työtänne/työyhteisöänne?
(1=ei lainkaan, 2=vähän, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=jonkin verran, 5=paljon)
1 Minulla on laaja sosiaalinen verkosto työssäni 1....2....3....4....5
2 Olen sosiaalisesti keskeisessä asemassa työssäni 1....2....3....4....5
3 Minulla on luottamukselliset välit useimpiin työntekijöihin 1....2....3....4....5
4 Minulla on luottamukselliset välit useimpiin
yhteistyötahoihin kunnan sisällä 1....2....3....4....5
5 Saan tarvittaessa helposti apua työyhteisöni sisältä 1....2....3....4....5
6 Työyhteisössäni on useita henkilöitä, joita välttelen 1....2....3....4....5
7 Työyhteisöäni leimaa epäluottamuksellisuus 1....2....3....4....5
8 Jään kuntani päätöksenteossa usein ilman muiden
toimialajohtajien tukea 1....2....3....4....5
9 Jään kuntani päätöksenteossa usein ilman
luottamushenkilöiden tukea 1....2....3....4....5
10 Tunnen usein olevani yksin johtajan työssäni 1....2....3....4....5
32. a) Mitä seuraavista johtamisen työvälineistä Te käytätte nykyisessä työssänne?
(1=en lainkaan, 2=vähän, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=jonkin verran, 5=paljon)
 b) Mitä arvioitte käyttävänne vuonna 2012?
Käytän nyt Käytän 2012
1 Kehityskeskustelut 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
2 Palkkausjärjestelmän liikkumavara 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
3 Aineellinen palkitseminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
4 Aineeton palkitseminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
5 Laatujärjestelmä 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
6 Lait ja viralliset ohjeet 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
7 Oman toimialan johtoryhmä 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
8 Kunnan johtoryhmä 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
9 Kunnan talousarvioasiakirjat 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
10 Kunnan visio ja strategia 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
11 Tuloksellisuusmittaristo (esim. BSC) 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
12 Johtamisosaamisen mittaristot (esim. 360°) 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
13 Työilmapiirimittaukset 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
14 Mentorointi 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
15 Perehdytysohjelmat 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
16 Systemaattinen asiakaspalaute 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
17 Työntekijöiden mahdollisuus osallistua lyhytkurs-
seille tai koulutustilaisuuksiin 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
18 Työntekijöiden mahdollisuus osallistua pitkäkes-
toisiin koulutuksiin 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
19 Työntekijöiden aktiivinen sitouttaminen työhön ja
työyksikköön 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
20 Työntekijöiden oman alan osaamisen ja asiantunti-
juuden tukeminen 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
21 Suunnitelmallinen sisäinen viestintä 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
22 Suunnitelmallinen ulkoinen viestintä 1...2...3...4...5 1...2...3...4...5
33. Mainitkaa kolme tärkeintä asiaa, jotka vaikuttavat tiedonkulkuun organisaatiossan-
ne.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
34. Kuvailkaa millaisia alaistaitoja työntekijöiltä mielestänne vaaditaan.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
35. Seuraavat väittämät liittyvät rekrytointiin organisaatiossanne. Ympyröikää jokaises-
ta väittämästä arviotanne parhaiten kuvaava vaihtoehto. (1=täysin eri mieltä,
2=osittain eri mieltä, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=osittain samaa mieltä, 5=täysin samaa mieltä)
1 Organisaatiomme on houkutteleva työpaikka tulevaisuudessa,
eikä rekrytointiongelmia tule olemaan.
1...2...3...4...5
2 Rekrytoimme yhä enemmän ulkomaalaisia sosiaalialan
ammattilaisia organisaatioomme.
1...2...3...4...5
3 Muodollinen pätevyys on tärkein valintakriteeri uutta
henkilöstöä rekrytoitaessa.
1...2...3...4...5
4 Organisaatiossamme suositaan avoimia ja julkisia
rekrytointiprosesseja.
1...2...3...4...5
5 Uutta henkilöstöä rekrytoitaessa valintakriteerit eivät ole
kaikkien tiedossa.
1...2...3...4...5
6 Rekrytoinnit ovat strategian mukaisia ja suunnitelmallisia. 1...2...3...4...5
7 Kirjallisten hakemusten lisäksi organisaatiomme rekrytoinneissa
käytetään yleisesti haastatteluja.
1...2...3...4...5
8 Rekrytointitilanteessa kysymme hakijoista suosittelijoilta tai
edellisistä työpaikoista.
1...2...3...4...5
9 Mielestäni rekrytointi on organisaation kannalta tärkeä prosessi
ja pyrin johtajana olemaan siinä mukana.
1...2...3...4...5
10 Rekrytointivaiheessa keskustelemme aina uuden työntekijän
urakehitysmahdollisuuksista.
1...2...3...4...5
11 Kuntani johto ei tue rekrytointiratkaisujani. 1...2...3...4...5
12 Organisaatiossamme ei käytetä täsmärekrytointia (head hunting)
avainhenkilöiden rekrytoinnissa.
1...2...3...4...5
13 Rekrytointivaiheessa voimme neuvotella palkasta ja
muista etuuksista.
1...2...3...4...5
36. Millaisia uudenlaisia rekrytointikäytäntöjä organisaatiossanne on kehitetty viimeisen
kolmen vuoden aikana?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. Motivaatio ja palkitseminen
37. Arvioikaa asteikolla 1-10 nykyistä työmotivaatiotanne.
En lainkaan motivoitunut  1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10   Erittäin motivoitunut
38. Arvioikaa asteikolla 1-10 kuinka sitoutunut olette nykyiseen työhönne.
En lainkaan sitoutunut      1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10    Erittäin sitoutunut
39. Stressillä tarkoitetaan tilannetta, jossa ihminen tuntee itsensä jännittyneeksi, levot-
tomaksi,  hermostuneeksi tai ahdistuneeksi tai hänen on vaikea nukkua asioiden
vaivatessa  jatkuvasti mieltä. Tunnetteko Te nykyisin tällaista työhön liittyvää stres-
siä?
 En lainkaan     1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10    Erittäin paljon
40. Miten tyytyväinen olette seuraaviin työnne piirteisiin? (1=erittäin tyytymätön, 2=melko
tyytymätön, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=melko tyytyväinen, 5=erittäin tyytyväinen)
1 Palkkaan ja muihin työsuhde-etuihin 1....2....3....4....5
2 Tunteeseen, että olen saavuttanut jotain merkittävää työssäni 1....2....3....4....5
3 Mahdollisuuksiin ajatella ja toimia itsenäisesti työssäni 1....2....3....4....5
4 Työn haasteellisuuteen 1....2....3....4....5
5 Kehitysmahdollisuuksiini työssäni 1....2....3....4....5
6 Työni jatkuvuuteen 1....2....3....4....5
41. Seuraavassa on oman organisaationne palkitsemisjärjestelmään ja sitä koskeviin
periaatteisiin liittyviä väittämiä. Valitkaa niistä (molemmista) kolme tärkeintä.
a) Mistä teitä palkitaan työssänne?
b) Millä teitä palkitaan?
a) Mistä? b) Millä?
1 Työkokemuksesta 1 Palkan suuruudella
2 Koulutuksesta 2 Erillispalkkioilla
3 Vastuusta 3 Erilaisilla eduilla (esim.liukuva
työaika)
4 Tulosten perusteella 4 Mahdollisuudella koulutukseen
ja kehittymiseen
5 Kykyjen perusteella 5 Positiivisella palautteella
6 Mahdollisuudella uralla etene-
miseen
7 Työsuhteen pysyvyydellä
8 Työaikajärjestelyillä
9 Liikkumavaran lisääntymisellä
(toiminnallinen tai taloudellinen)
10 Muilla johtajan asemaan liitty-
villä symboleilla
42. Miten paljon voitte mielestänne vaikuttaa seuraaviin asioihin organisaatiossanne?
(1=en lainkaan, 2=vähän, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=jonkin verran, 5=paljon)
1 Oman organisaation strategiaan 1....2....3....4....5
2 Oman toimialueen budjettiin 1....2....3....4....5
3 Oman yksikön toiminnan kohdentamiseen 1....2....3....4....5
4 Oman yksikön resurssien kohdentamiseen 1....2....3....4....5
5 Oman henkilöstön rekrytointiin 1....2....3....4....5
6 Omiin työtehtäviin 1....2....3....4....5
7 Sosiaalialaa koskevaan päätöksentekoon kunnassani 1....2....3....4....5
43. Seuraavat väittämät liittyvät oman johtajanne toimintaan. Johtajalla tarkoitetaan
tässä henkilöä, joka on muodollisesti lähin johtajanne. Arvioikaa väittämien paik-
kansa pitävyyttä (1=täysin eri mieltä, 2=osittain eri mieltä, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=osittain
samaa mieltä, 5=täysin samaa mieltä)
1 Johtajani kuuntelee mielipiteitäni tärkeissä asioissa 1....2....3....4....5
2 Johtajani henkilökohtaiset mieltymykset eivät vaikuta
häiritsevästi hänen päätöksentekoonsa 1....2....3....4....5
3 Johtajani tiedottaa ajoissa tehdyistä päätöksistä 1....2....3....4....5
4 Johtajani kohtelee minua ystävällisesti ja huomaavaisesti 1....2....3....4....5
5 Johtajaani voi luottaa 1....2....3....4....5
6 Johtajani kohtelee toimialaani oikeudenmukaisesti 1....2....3....4....5
7 Saan tukea oman organisaationi vaikeissa ratkaisuissa 1....2....3....4....5
8 Henkilökohtainen sopivuus 1....2....3....4....5
9 Oma aktiivistuus 1....2....3....4....5
10 Headhunterin (täsmärekrytoijan yhteydenotto) 1....2....3....4....5
44. Seuraavat väittämät käsittelevät johtamista organisaatiossanne. Valitkaa vastaus-
vaihtoehto, joka kuvaa parhaiten mielipidettänne (1=täysin eri mieltä, 2=osittain eri
mieltä, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=osittain samaa mieltä, 5=täysin samaa mieltä).
1 Organisaatiossamme päätökset tehdään pätevän tiedon perusteel-
la. 1....2....3....4....5
2 Kaikilla on mahdollisuus sanoa mielipiteensä itseään koskevissa
asioissa 1....2....3....4....5
3 Tehdyt päätökset ovat organisaatiossamme olleet johdonmukaisia
ja niiden soveltamista koskevat menettelytavat ovat kaikille samat. 1....2....3....4....5
4 Organisaatiossamme epäonnistuneet päätökset voidaan
purkaa tai niitä voidaan muuttaa. 1....2....3....4....5
5 Päätösten vaikutuksia seurataan ja niistä tiedotetaan. 1....2....3....4....5
6 Päätösten perusteista saa halutessaan lisätietoa. 1....2....3....4....5
45. Seuraavassa on lueteltu joukko toimintaperiaatteita. Arvioikaa mahdollisuuttanne
noudattaa väittämiä toimiessanne sosiaalialan johtajana. Ympyröikää oikea vaih-
toehto. (1=erittäin vaikea noudattaa, 2=vaikea noudattaa, 3=en osaa sanoa, 4=helppo
noudattaa, 5=erittäin helppo noudattaa)
1 Ihmisoikeudet 1...2...3...4...5
2 Demokraattisuus 1...2...3...4...5
3 Itsemääräämisoikeus 1...2...3...4...5
4 Oikeus tulla hyväksytyksi kokonaisvaltaisesti 1...2...3...4...5
5 Osallistumisoikeus 1...2...3...4...5
6 Oikeus yksityisyyteen 1...2...3...4...5
7 Negatiivisen syrjinnän estäminen 1...2...3...4...5
8 Erilaisuuden tunnustaminen 1...2...3...4...5
9 Voimavarojen jakaminen tasapuolisesti 1...2...3...4...5
10 Epäoikeudenmukaisen politiikan ja toimintatapojen vastustaminen 1...2...3...4...5
11 Luottamuksellisuus/luottamus 1...2...3...4...5
12 Tasa-arvo 1...2...3...4...5
13 Tasapuolisuus 1...2...3...4...5
14 Läpinäkyvyys/avoimuus 1...2...3...4...5
15 Laillisuus 1...2...3...4...5
16 Toiminnan tuloksellisuus 1...2...3...4...5
17 Laatu ja vahva asiantuntemus 1...2...3...4...5
18 Palveluperiaate 1...2...3...4...5
19 Puolueettomuus ja riippumattomuus 1...2...3...4...5
20 Vastuullisuus 1...2...3...4...5
46. Mainitkaa kolme mielestänne pahinta epäeettisen toiminnan muotoa sosiaalialalla.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
47. Kuvailkaa joku omassa työssänne ilmennyt eettinen ristiriita viimeisen vuoden ajal-
ta. Entä miten ratkaisitte sen?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
48. Visioikaa oman toimialanne tulevaisuutta kymmenen vuoden kuluttua.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
______________________________
49. Muita kommentteja kyselyn teemoista.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
Kiitos vastauksistanne!
Appendix 3: Example of how the original expressions were categorized in this
research (Esimerkki alkuperäisilmaisujen pelkistämisestä tässä työssä)
Open question number 33 (N=180): “Name three of the most important things that
influence the flow of information in your organisation?” (”Mainitkaa kolme
tärkeintä asiaa, jotka vaikuttavat tiedonkulkuun organisaatiossanne”)
Alkuperäinen ilmaisu Pelkistetyt ilmaisut Pelkistetyt ilmaisut
ryhmiteltynä
Esimiesten asenne ja aktiivi-
suus, …kuinka tärkeänä
esimies pitää sitä, että alai-
set saavat jonkin tiedon…,
asian huomioiminen yleen-
sä, hyvä johtaminen
Esimiehen vastuu
Oma haluni toimia nopeasti
ja tiedottaa runsaasti
Kunnan yleinen suhtautu-
minen tiedottamiseen
(avoin, suljettu)
Henkilöstön ja esimiesten
asenne
Eri hallintokuntien aktiivi-
suus
Yksikköesimiesten rooli
Tiedottamisen pitäminen
tärkeänä
Oma toimintani päällikkövi-
ranhaltijana
Tiedotus on säännöllistä,
osa työtä
Kunnan johto arvostaa esi-
miestyötä, esimiesten tie-
donsaantia varmistetaan
säännöllisin kokouksin ja
tiedottein.
Esimiesten asenne ja aktii-
visuus
Tiedottamisen merkityksen
ymmärtäminen esimiesta-
solla
Esimiehen vastuu
Esimiesten rooli tärkeää
Kunnan viestintäympäristö
Henkilöstön asenne
Eri hallintokuntien aktiivi-
suus
Yksikköesimiesten rooli
Ylemmän johdon asenteilla
merkitystä
Säännöllinen tiedottaminen
Esimiesten tiedonsaannin
varmistaminen
Esimiesten asenne ja rooli,
sekä suhtautuminen tiedot-
tamiseen
Ylemmän johdon ja toi-
saalta henkilökunnan asen-
teiden merkitys
Säännöllisyys tiedottami-
sessa
Viestintäympäristö
Nykyaikainen tietotekniik-
ka, intranet, tiedotuslehti,
sisäinen verkko, sähköposti,
hyvät viestintävälineet, oma
infokanava peruspalvelu-
keskuksella, tekniset ratkai-
sut/toimivuus, mahdollisuus
sähköisiin viestintävälinei-
siin, hyvät puhin- ja nettiyh-
teys, atk, yhteiset tiedostot,
sähköisen tiedottamisen
mahdollisuudet laajat
Työryhmien ja johtoryhmi-
Nykyaikainen tietotekniik-
ka
Hyvät viestintävälineet
Tiedotuslehti
Sähköisen viestinnän väli-
neet
Sisäinen verkko, intranet
Sähköposti
Tekniset ratkai-
sut/toimivuus
Hyvät puhe- ja nettiyhtey-
det
Pöytäkirjat jakeluun säh-
Nykyaikaisen ja toimivien
tietotekniikan- ja viestin-
nän ratkaisujen hyväksi-
käyttö
en pöytäkirjat sähköisesti
jaettuna
köisinä
Tiedotusohjeet, ohjeet, tie-
dotusohjeistus
Säännöllisyys, säännölliset
palaverit, tulosaluevastaavi-
en ja toimiston sisäiset
säännölliset palaverit, sään-
nölliset tiedotteet ja palave-
rit, säännölliset kokoukset,
säännöllinen
johtoryhmätyöskentely,
sos.toimen sisäinen johto-
ryhmä kokoontuu säännölli-
sesti
Säännöllinen tiedotus netin
ja lehdistön kautta, päivit-
täinen tiedottaminen ajan-
kohtaisista asioista, säännöl-
liset työpaikkapalaverit,
yhteiset palaverit, oma hen-
kilöstölehti
Säännöllinen tiedottaminen
ja tiedotuskanavista sopimi-
nen: järkevissä aikapuitteis-
sa. Säännölliset palaverit
henkilöstön kanssa kuiten-
kin niin, että niillä on merki-
tystä eikä vain itseisarvona.
Tiedotus- ja keskustelutilai-
suudet työntekijöiden kans-
sa, kiertävä posti (jos pape-
risia), yhteiset palaverit
(1xvk), järjestetyt foorumit,
joissa asioita käydään läpi,
systemaattisuus tiedottami-
sessa, tiedottamisen järjes-
telmällisyys
Kehityskeskustelut
Hyvä työajan suunnittelu,
viikko-ohjelmien laatiminen
ja kaikkien tieto kunkin
henkilön menoista
Tiedotusohjeet
Säännöllisyys toiminnassa
ja tiedottamisessa
Suunnitelmallisuus toimin-
nassa ja tiedottamisessa
Selkeä ohjeistus
Säännöllisyys ja merkitys!
Yhteiset palaverit
Säännöllisyys palavereissa
Tiedotuskanavista sopimi-
nen
Kehityskeskustelut
Keskustelutilaisuudet
Työajan suunnittelulla
merkitystä
Ajankäytön suunnittelu
Säännöllisyys ja suunni-
telmallisuus tiedottamises-
sa ja toiminnassa
Appendix 4: Categories of the material (Materiaalin kategoriointi)
A: FACTORS INLUENCING TRANSFERRING INFORMATION IN THE
ORGANISATION IN A POSITIVE WAY (ORGANISAATION
TIEDONKULKUA PARANTAVASTI VAIKUTTAVAT TEKIJÄT)
1. Attitudes and atmosphere influencing transfer of information
      (Tiedon kulkuun liittyvät asenteet ja ilmapiiri)
Attitudes, the approach and the role of the superiors towards informing (Esimiesten
asenne ja rooli, sekä suhtautuminen tiedottamiseen)
Importance of the attitudes of executives and on the other hand, the staff (Ylemmän
johdon ja toisaalta henkilökunnan asenteiden merkitys)
Environment of communication (Viestintäympäristö)
Good relationships with the staff (Hyvät henkilöstösuhteet)
Atmosphere supporting questioning and communicating (Kysymiseen ja puhumiseen
kannustava ilmapiiri)
Confidentiality  inside the work community (Luottamuksellisuus työyhteisössä)
Fluent cooperation (Yhteistyön sujuminen)
Respecting the rules and the honesty with regard to information dissemination
(Sääntöjen kunnioittaminen ja rehellisyys tiedottamiseen liittyen)
Employees’ awareness of responsibility in searching and receiving the information
considering their own work (Henkilöstön vastuun tiedostaminen omaan työhön liitty-
vän tiedon hankkimisessa ja vastaanottamisessa)
Openness in information dissemination and interaction (Avoimuus tiedottamisessa ja
vuorovaikutuksessa)
”Culture of speech” (”Puhumisen kulttuuri”)
Openness also on unfinished issues as a principle of communication (Avoimuus myös
keskeneräisistä asioista viestinnän periaatteena)
Equality in receiving information (Tasa-arvo tiedon saannissa)
Sharing information of importance (Merkittävän tiedon jakaminen)
Commitment of the management (Johdon sitoutuminen)
2. Designed organisational informing and the meaning of organisational struc-
tures (Organisaation tiedotuksen suunnitelmallisuus ja organisaatiorakenteiden
merkitys)
Regularity and planning in functioning and information dissemination (Säännöllisyys
ja suunnitelmallisuus tiedottamisessa ja toiminnassa)
Activity in information dissemination (Aktiivinen tiedottaminen)
Organisational structures that take information dissemination into consideration (Orga-
nisaatiorakenteet, jotka huomioivat tiedottamisen)
Clarity of management (Johtamisen selkeys)
Clarity of organisation (Organisaation selkeys)
Instructions on communication (Tiedotusohjeet)
Communication strategy (Viestintästrategia)
Systematic structures of communication (Tiedottamisen systemaattiset rakenteet)
Information transfer requires systematicity and clarity of organisation (Tiedonkulku
edellyttää järjestelmällisyyttä ja organisaation selkeyttä)
Physical environment conclucive to interaction (Fyysinen ympäristö, joka kannustaa
vuorovaikutukseen)
Adequate resources (time and personnel) for concetrating to issues and communication
(Riittävät resurssit (aikaa ja henkilöstöä) asioihin paneutumiseen ja tiedonvälitykseen)
Attainability of the superiors (Esimiehen saavutettavuus)
Networking (Verkostoituminen)
The role of immediate superiors important in informing the staff (Lähiesimiesten rooli
tärkeä alaisille eteenpäin tiedottamisessa)
3. Functional technical setting to ensure the transferring of information (Toimivat
tekniset järjestelyt tiedonkulun turvaamiseksi)
Use of modern and functioning computer- and communication applications (Nykyai-
kaisten ja toimivien tietotekniikan- ja viestinnän ratkaisujen hyväksikäyttö)
Functioning and updated equipment and tools (Toimivat ja ajantasaiset tiedottamisväli-
neet ja laitteistot)
Natural channels for information transfer (Luonnolliset tiedonkulun kanavat)
Ease of information transfer (Tiedonkulun helppous)
Pace of information transfer (Tiedonkulun nopeus)
Ease in obtaining information (Vaivattomuus tiedon saamiseen)
Centralized and delegating of reporting (Tiedotuksen delegointi keskitetysti)
4. Skills in communication as a resource of an organisation
(Viestintään liittyvät taidot organisaation voimavarana)
Communicational skills of the massager (Viestinviejän vuorovaikutustaidot)
Adequacy of education and knowledge in communication (Viestintään liittyvän koulu-
tuksen ja tiedon riittävyys)
Comprehensibility and clarity of information (Tiedon ymmärrettävyys ja selkeys)
The meaning of an individual in comprehensibility of information (Yksittäisen hen-
kilön merkitys tiedon ymmärrettävyyden kannalta)
Timely distributed information (Tiedon oikea-aikaisuus)
Screening essential information (Oleellisen tiedon seulonta)
Choosing the right channel for transferring information (Oikean tiedonvälityskanavan
valinta)
Multiple channels (Monikanavaisuus)
Presenting things in an interesting way (Asioiden mielenkiintoinen esittämistapa)
Presenting things in the right forum (Asioiden esittäminen oikeilla foorumeilla)
Using professional help (consultant) on communication (Viestintäasiantuntijan käyttö)
Use of media calender (Viestintäkalenterin käyttö)
Two-way transfer of information (Tiedonkulun kaksisuuntaisuus)
Feedback system (Palautejärjestelmä)
B: FACTORS OPPOSED TO TRANSFER OF INFORMATION IN THE
     ORGANISATION (TIEDONKULKUA HAITTAAVAT TEKIJÄT)
1. Attitudes and atmosphere for communication in the organisation
           (Tiedottamiseen liittyvät asenteet ja ilmapiiri organisaatiossa)
Lack of commitment to organisation (Organisaatioon sitoutumattomuus)
No understanding of the meaning of communication (Ei ymmärretä tiedottamisen
merkitystä)
Passiveness in getting information from the employees’ side (Työntekijöiden passiivi-
suus tiedon hankkimisessa)
Lack of trust (Luottamuspula)
Inability/unwillingness to cooperate (Yhteistyökyvyttömyys/-haluttomuus)
The recipient of information is not considered (Tiedottamisessa ei huomioida
vastaanottajaa)
Trouble in undersanding each other between sectors (Toimialojen väliset ymmärtämi-
sen ongelmat)
2. Lack of planning in organisation information dissemination and functioning
(Organisaation tiedottamisen tai toiminnan suunnittelemattomuus)
Lack of clear model of information dissemination (Selkeän tiedotusmallin puute)
Lack of planning in information dissemination (Tiedottamisen suunnittelemattomuus)
Lack of clear and simple information dissemination (Yksinkertaisen ja selkeän tiedot-
tamisen puute)
Lack of channel for information dissemination (Tiedottamiskanava puuttuu)
Insecurity caused by the wrong information and grapevine (Huhujen aiheuttama
epävarmuus ja väärät tiedot)
Inconsistency of information dissemination (Tiedottamisen epätasaisuus)
Instability of organisation strategy (Organisaatiostrategian huteruus)
Lack of design in organisational functioning (Organisaation toiminnan suunnittelemat-
tomuus)
Confusion about who does the information dissemination (Epäselvyys kuka tiedottaa)
Overburden of work (Työn liika kuormittavuus)
Not enough time for information dissemination (Tiedottamiseen liian vähän työaikaa)
Overflow of information disturbs providing essential information/importance of filte-
ring essential information (Tiedontulva häiritsee olennaisen tiedon välittämistä/tiedon
”suodattamisen” tärkeys)
Trouble in organising (Organisoinnin ongelmat)
Trouble in organising work and meetings (Työn ja palaverien organisoinnin ongelmat)
Lack of familiarisation (Perehdytyksen puute)
3. Trouble in cooperation between sectors (Eri hallintokuntien yhteistyön ongel-
mat)
Distinct and separate sectoral units (Sosiaali- ja terveystoimen erilaiset ja erilliset yksi-
köt)
Organisational physical dispersion (Organisaation fyysinen hajanaisuus)
Disparity between sectoral practices (Epäyhtenäiset käytännöt eri hallintokuntien välil-
lä)
4. Technical problems in transferring information (Tekniset ongelmat tiedonku-
lussa)
Technical issues (Tekniset ongelmat)
Inadequacy in technical facilities (Puutteelliset laitteistot)
Lack of skills (Taitojen puute)
Appendix 5: RESULTS ASSESSED BY QUINN’S MULTIDIMENSIONAL MAN-
AGEMENT THEORY AND SOME DIMENSIONS OF IT
A. FLEXIBILITY DIMENSION A. CONTROL DIMENSION
Fluent cooperation
“Culture of speech”
Networking
Ease in obtaining information
Choosing the right channel for transferring
information
Presenting things in an interesting way
Presenting things in the right forum
Inability/unwillingness to co-operate
Trouble in understanding each other be-
tween sectors
Disparity between sectoral practices
Regularity and planning in functioning and
information dissemination
Clarity in managing
Clarity of organisation
Instructions on communication
Communication strategy
Information transfer requires systematicity
and clarity of organisation
Centralized and delegating of reporting
Use of media calendar
Lack of clear model and planning of in-
formation dissemination
Instability of organisation strategy
Lack of design in organisational function-
ing
Trouble in organising
Trouble in organising work and meetings
B. EXTERNAL FOCUS DIMENSION B. INTERNAL FOCUS DIMENSION
Openness in information dissemination
and interaction
Openness also on unfinished issues as a
principle of communication
Activity in information dissemination
Organisational structures that take infor-
mation dissemination into consideration
Lack of clear and simple information dis-
semination
Distinct and separate sectoral units of healt
and social sector
Environment of communication
Good relationships with the staff
Confidentiality inside the work community
Equality in receiving information
Sharing information of importance
Physical environment conducive to inter-
action
The role of line managers important in
informing the staff
Lack of trust
Organisational physical dispersion
C. MAXIMUM OUTPUT DIMENSION C. HUMAN COMMITMENT DIMEN-
SION
Adequate resources (time and personnel)
for concentrating to issues and communi-
cation
Use of modern and functioning computer
and communication applications
Communicational skills of the messager
Adequacy of education and knowledge in
communication
Comprehensibility and clarity of informa-
tion
Timely distributed information
Multiple channels
Using professional help (consultant) on
Attitudes, the approach and the role of the
superiors towards information dissemina-
tion
Importance of the attitudes of executives
and the other hand, the staff
Attainability of the superiors
Commitment of the management
Lack of commitment to organisation
No understanding of the meaning of com-
communication
Overburden of work
Not enough time for information dissemi-
nation
Technical issues
inadequacy in technical facilities
Lack of skills
munication
The recipient of information is not consid-
ered
D. CONTINUITY D. ADAPTATION DIMENSION
Respecting the rules and honesty with re-
gard to information dissemination
Empoyees’ awareness of their responsibil-
ity in searching and receiving information
considering their work
Passiveness in getting information from
the employees’ side
Insecurity caused by the wrong informa-
tion and grapevine
Inconsistency of information dissemina-
tion
Confusion about who does the informing
Lack of orientation
Atmosphere supporting questioning and
communicating
Natural channels for information transfer
The meaning of an individual in compre-
hensibility of information
Screening essential information
Two-way transfer of information
Feedback system
Overflow of information disturbs provid-
ing essential information/importance of
filtering essential information
